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Welcome to our first ever catalogue devoted to the Pacific regions.

It came as a surprise to me to realise that our last regional catalogue, on Africa, was 
published in 2005. In an age of increasing specialization, I thought that it would be 
a good idea to revisit the idea of regional catalogues and having just bought the 
spectacular Bligh court-martial pamphlets, what better place to begin than the Pacific.

The Bligh pamphlets (item 13) rarely appear for sale and I am not aware of a 
bookseller offering all three of them in one catalogue before, certainly not during my 
bookselling career.

Although these provide the centrepiece of the catalogue, there are plenty of other 
items to whet the appetite: we have four rare Russian books (in Russian); two by 
Berkh (items 10 and 11); Sarychev’s voyage of Captain Billings (item 48); and the rare 
atlas to Lisianskiy’s voyage (item 38). Elsewhere we have Angas’s great view books, 
New Zealand (item 1) and South Australia (item 2), and the sublimely illustrated atlas 
to Duperry’s Voyage (item 29), the plates all finely hand-coloured. I’m always had a 
weakness for great association copies and if you want to know what connects the 
Nile and the Pacific, look no further than item 23, James Bruce’s copy of Cook’s first 
voyage. The two most illustrious explorers of their time linked forever in this book.

These are just some of my favourites and I hope that you will find something 
irresistible in this brief exploration of Pacific literature.

Julian MacKenzie
Julian@shapero.com

IntroductIon
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 AnGAS, GeorGe French. The New Zealanders Illustrated. 
 Thomas McLean, London 1847.

Angas (1822-1886), was perhaps the most brilliant British depictor of ethnographic 
types. To  perfect himself as a draughtsman, in 1842, he studied anatomical drawing in 
London, and also learned the art of lithography. In September 1843 he went to South 
Australia, a colony of which his father was one of the founders. There he joined several 
of (Sir) George Grey’s expeditions, and made sketches in watercolours of the scenery, 
aborigines, and natural history of South Australia. Proceeding to New Zealand, he 
travelled over eight hundred miles on foot in the wildest regions, and made sketches of 
the country as he journeyed. Returning to England, he published his sketches in 1847 
in two folio volumes, the present one and the next item in this catalogue. These, along 
with his South African volume, form a cornerstone of colour-plate travel literature. This 
work features marvellous plates of the Maori and their environment. Angas depicts 
them swinging from a pole by rope; their tattoos, etc.

First edition in book form. Folio. Additional hand-coloured lithographed title-page, 60 hand-coloured 
lithographs, a little light foxing, twentieth century red half morocco gilt, an attractive copy.
Abbey Travel 589; Colas 132; Tooley 61; Hocken p129; Taylor p152. 

£19,500  [ref: 93765]

1. 
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 AnGAS, GeorGe French. South Australia illustrated. 
 Thomas McLean, London, 1847.

Angas, born in 1822 at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, spent two years from 1843 sketching 
extensively in South Australia and New Zealand, producing two large folio volumes on 
the respective subjects in 1847 (see also previous item).

“South Australia illustrated is without question Angas’s greatest and most accomplished 
work. His views of towns and scenery, of the Aborigines and of the flora and fauna 
offer an outstanding - if romantic- interpretation of the Australian landscape. It is a rare 
book ... and one that has always been held in high esteem. It must be considered one 
of the fundamental works in any collection of Australian plate books and no collection 
can be considered complete without it.” (Wantrup).

First edition. Large folio (55 x 38 cm approx.), hand-coloured lithographed pictorial title, subscription list, 60 
hand-coloured lithographed plates by Angas, Giles, Hawkins, and Wing, after Gill (2) and Angas (58), a little 
light foxing, twentieth century red half morocco gilt, an attractive copy.
Abbey, Travel, 577; Colas 133; Ferguson 4458; Tooley 62;Wantrup pp311-312. 

£22,500  [ref: 93764]

AuStrAlIAn mASterpIece

2. 
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 [AnSon]; thomAS, pAScoe. A true and impartial journal of a voyage  to the 
South-Seas, and round the globe, in His Majesty’s ship the Centurion, under the command 
of Commodore Anson ...
 Birt, London, 1745.

“Pascoe Thomas kept a full and faithful daily journal of the incidents of this important 
four-year voyage. Included [is] an appendix giving an account of the treasure taken 
from the Nuestra Signora del Buono Carmella. This account... preceded the publication of 
the official account of Lord Anson’s voyage by three years”(Hill). 

At the bottom of page 36 of the appendix the exact latitude and, remarkably, the 
longitude of the fabled Strait of Anian are provided. This precise location of the Pacific 
entrance to the elusive Northwest Passage came from a Spanish document captured 
by Anson, and gave rise to the suspicion that the Spanish had discovered the passage 
but kept it secret.

Provenance: Hydrographic Office (small stamp, cancelled 1952).

First edition. 8vo., [xvi], 347, [i], 39, [i] pp., old nautical stamp to title, small marginal stain to first few leaves, 
p63 with tear into text repaired, modern half calf gilt.  
Hill 1693; Sabin 95437.  

£1,000  [ref: 94172]

eArlIeSt Account oF AnSon’S VoyAGe

4.  AnSon, GeorGe. A voyage round the world,  in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV 
... Compiled from papers and other materials of the Right Honourable George Lord Anson, 
and published under his direction by Richard Walter, M.A. Chaplain of His Majesty’s Ship 
the Centurion, in that expedition.
 T. Osborne, London, 1748.

a landMaRk Of EightEEnth cEntuRy English ciRcuMnavigatiOn.

The expedition was made in order to cut off Spanish supplies of wealth from South 
America after the outbreak of war between Britain and Spain in 1739. Anson succeeded 
in this by taking a number of prize ships off the Philippines, but at a heavy cost, losing six 
ships wrecked off the coast of South America or in rounding Cape Horn.

Anson’s voyage laid the groundwork for the British voyages of exploration in the 
Pacific of the later half of the eighteenth century and Richard Walter produced a 
masterpiece of descriptive travel that became the most popular book of maritime 
adventure of the time.

Provenance: William MacAndrew (armorial bookplate).

First edition. 4to.[20], 417, [1] pp., 42 copper-plates (mostly folding), complete with the 12-page subscriber 
list, and the “directions to binder”, contemporary calf gilt, rebacked to style, red morocco label, edges 
repaired, endpapers renewed, occasional light spotting and offsetting, a few plates cropped close, a very 
good example.  
Hill 1817; BdM I; 38.Cox I, 49; Sabin 1625. 

£2,000  [ref: 93745]

3. 
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 [BAnKS, JoSeph.] SIr John cOURTENAY (or courteney). An epistle from 
Oberea, Queen of Otaheite, to Joseph Banks, Esq. Translated by T.Q.Z. Esq. Professor of the 
Otaheite language in Dublin, and of all the languages of the undiscovered islands in the 
South Sea. 
 London, printed by J.Almon, 1774.

A verse satire in imitation of Ovid’s “Oenone paridi”, making sport of the rumoured 
liaisons of the naturalist Joseph Banks with native women during his stay on Tahiti.

scaRcE: ESTC lists only 6 copies (NjP; L; CLU-S/C; ICN; ZWMU; ZWTU).

Formerly thought to be from the pen of Richard Porson or Gerald Fitzgerald, both 
works were attributed by Halkett and Laing to John Scott-Waring (1747-1819), 
formerly Major John Scott of the East India Company and an agent of Warren 
Hastings.  In 1774 Scott was an up-and-coming officer in the Bengal Army who would 
have had no interest in Banks or Oberea, or in any form of pamphleteering. His few 
published works, dating from the 1780s, are mainly speeches and letters on military 
matters or in defence of Warren Hastings, and a publication such as the Epistle would 
have been quite out of character. His life before 1780 is poorly documented, but none 
of his biographers mention the Epistle.

With regard to the prior attribution to Richard Porson (who would have been only 
fourteen when the poem was published), Thomas Kidd, in his Tracts and Miscellaneous 
Criticisms of the late Richard Porson (London 1815) states that ‘The Epistle… has been 
improperly attributed to R.P.; it was written by a late Member of Parliament well known 
in the walks of wit’. Sadly, Kidd keeps silent about the name of the elusive M.P., but John 
Selby Watson, in his The Life of Richard Porson (London 1861) has no qualms about 
identifying the author as the Irish-born politician and lampoonist Sir John Courtenay 
(1738-1816), adding that ‘when Kidd remarked to Porson that Courtney [sic] was the 
author, Porson made no denial’. (This information kindly supplied by Ray Howgego).

“The chief goal of the voyage was to observe the transit of Venus at Tahiti where the 
Endeavour anchored on 13 April 1769; it remained there for three months ... This 
lengthy stay gave Banks ample opportunity to study the flora and fauna of the island 
as well as to observe the character of its human society. He learned Tahitian and was 
fascinated by points of contrast with English society, being ready on occasions to admit 
the superiority of some aspects of Tahitian society, and that Europeans could benefit 
from a knowledge of some of the islanders’ practical skills” (ODNB).

Third edition. 4to (21.5 x 26.5cm) 15, [1]pp., very good in modern calf-backed marbled boards in period 
style, spine gilt in compartments titled with gilt label.   
Beddie, 3914; Kroepelien, 1165; O’Reilly-Reitman, 9791. 

£2,000  [ref: 65840]

5. 
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 BAnKS, SIr JoSeph. Banks’ Florilegium.  A publication in thirty-four parts of seven 
hundred and thirty-eight copperplate engravings of plants collected on Captain James 
Cook’s first voyage round the world in H.M.S. Endeavour 1768-1771.
 Alecto Historical Editions in association with the British Museum (Natural 
History), London, 1980-1990.

thE fiRst cOMplEtE EditiOn Of thE EngRavings aftER sydnEy paRkinsOn’s MagnificEnt 
dRawings, MadE in thE cOuRsE Of captain cOOk’s fiRst vOyagE, duRing which banks 
cOllEctEd OvER 800 pREviOusly unknOwn spEciMEns.

OnE Of 116 nuMbEREd cOpiEs.

Banks’ ambition to publish the drawings made by Sydney Parkinson during the 
Endeavour’s circumnavigation was never realised, although some 743 plates after 
drawings by Parkinson and others were engraved under Banks’ supervision by 18 
engravers, over a period of 13 years. On Banks’ death, these plates were bequeathed to 
the British Museum, where they remain. The first publication of a substantial selection of 
the plates was in 1900-1905, when monochrome lithographic plates of the Australian 
flora were made after the original plates, and published by the British Museum as 
Illustrations of Australian Plants..., reproducing 320 of the 743 images. This was followed 
in 1973 by Captain Cook’s Florilegium, edited by Wilfrid Blunt and W.T. Stearn (London: 
1973), which contained 42 plates pulled from the original plates and printed in black ink, 
and was published in a limited edition of 110 copies by the Lion and Unicorn Press; of 
these 110 copies, the first 10 contained 42 plates, and the remainder 30.

In 1979, following successful trial printings in colour of the plates, it was agreed that 
Alecto Historical Editions and The British Museum (Natural History) would jointly 
publish the full set of 738 plates, colour printed à la poupée (i.e. by applying the colour 
to the plate with a cotton ball, and then adding further colour if necessary with a 
brush, deriving from a method developed by Johannes Tayler in the 17th century and 
revived by Pierre-Joseph Redouté in the early 19th century). The first volume was 
issued in 1980, with the final ‘Catalogue’ volume appearing in 1990. The appearance 
of the final volume, and the completion of this most ambitious artistic and scientific 
enterprise, was described thus in the The Book Collector: ‘It is now just over ten years 
since the great scheme to print the Florilegium began: ten years later, and 100 sets of 
738 plates, each print individually coloured, have come into existence. It is a triumph 
on many scores: a triumph of imagination, to conceive such an enterprise; a triumph 
of aesthetic sensibility, to realize that plates originally intended to be printed in black 
could be rendered in colour with such magical beauty, yet truth to nature; a triumph 
of technical skill, to restore the tarnished plates and print them with unerring precision, 
maintaining the same high standard from first to last [...]; a triumph, above all of 
tenacity to bring such a colossal enterprise [...] to a final successful conclusion’ (p.9).

6. 
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Of the 116 sets of Banks’ Florilegium printed, 3 were printers’ proof sets (of which 
number 1 is at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew), 3 were to be used for exhibition 
purposes, 10 were hors commerce (of which number 7 was split, when 120 plates 
from it were sold by Sotheby’s, London in 1988 to benefit the Banks Alecto Endeavour 
Fellowship, and numbers 9 and 10 went to The British Museum, Natural History), and 
100 were for sale (of which 43 went to institutional collections worldwide and 19 
parts of set number 83 were sold by Sotheby’s, New York, 12 December 1995, lot 
195). Therefore, at most, only 68 complete sets remain in private hands.

Provenance: The Morgan Library and Museum

35 boxes [including Supplement], broadsheet folio (78.5 x 60.6 cm). 743 copper-engraved plates in titled 
window mounts, colour printed “à la poupée” in up to 17 colours with additional watercolour touches from 
the original eighteenth-century copperplates (45.7 x 30.5 cm), engraved by D. MacKenzie, G. Sibelius, G. 
Smith and others after T. Burgis, J. Miller, J.F. Miller, F.P. Nodder, S. Parkinson... The supplement engravings being 
modern replications (the original 5 plates were stolen in 1973). Plates mounted in Somerset mould paper 
mats with letterpress captions and separated by loose tissue guards and housed within linen-backed tan 
board portfolios. Letterpress broadsides of title-pages, list of engravings, and method of production in each 
portfolio. Green buckram folding cases, printed paper labels on upper boards and spines.
[Together with:] Catalogue of Banks’ Florilegium. London: 1990. Folio (55.2 x 38.1cm). 8 uncoloured engraved 
plates numbered in pencil 21, 121, 221, 321, 421, 521, 621 and 721. Green cloth, morocco spine lettered gilt.
[With]: Banks’ Florilegium’s Prospectus, Subscription form and Publishing timetable.  
Cf. ‘Banks’s Florilegium’ in The Book Collector volume XXXVIII number 1 (London: 1989) pp.9-26; cf. J.A. 
Diment et al. ‘Catalogue of the Natural History Drawings commissioned by Joseph Banks on the Endeavour 
Voyage 1768-1771 held in the British Museum (Natural History)’ in Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural 
History) Historical Series volume 11 (complete) [volume 12 (complete)], part I [II] (London: 1984-1987). 

£37,500  [ref: 93308]
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 BArrAud, chArleS decImuS; trAVerS, W.t.l. New Zealand: Graphic and Descriptive. 
 Sampson Low, Marston, et al, London, 1877.

illustRatEd with bRightly huEd REnditiOns Of pROvincial nEw ZEaland scEnEs, including 
thE pink and whitE tERRacEs dEstROyEd in thE ERuptiOn Of MOunt taRawERa in 1886. 

Topographical artist and founder member of the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 
Barraud travelled widely in both the North and South Island. This work is the climax of 
his artistic endeavours, carried to London for printing by lithographers C.F. Kell. William 
T.L. Travers (1819-1903), naturalist and politician, founded the New Zealand Institute 
and was one of the earliest explorers of Nelson province, New Zealand.

First edition, listing 425 copies of this subscriber’s issue, folio (56.5 x 43cm). Dedication Leaf, List of 
Subscribers, lithographic half-title with mounted chromolithographic plate and 24 chromolithographic plates 
mounted on heavy paper, captioned in margins, from drawings by Barraud, 6 black & white lithographic 
plates, 31 woodcut illustrations and map of New Zealand with inset maps of Auckland and the Otago gold-
fields; some leaves slightly chipped at fore-edge, half-title and 1 plate lightly spotted. Publisher’s brown cloth 
lettered and illustrated in gilt, modern tan morocco spine and corners, original yellow endpapers, inner cloth 
hinges; lightly rubbed.  
Hocken, p. 303; Bagnall 320; Ellis, Early Prints of New Zealand 1642-1875, 895-925. 

£4,000  [ref: 91032]

7. 
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 Beechey, FrederIcK WIllIAm. Narrative of a voyage to the Pacific and Beering’s 
strait :  to co-operate with the polar expeditions : performed in His Majesty’s ship Blossom, 
under the command of Captain F. W. Beechey ... in the years 1825, 26, 27, 28. 
 Colburn and Bentley, London, 1831.

“OnE Of thE MOst valuablE Of MOdERn vOyagEs” - hill.

HMS Blossom was sent to the Pacific Ocean and to the Bering Strait by the Admiralty 
as a relief ship with the purpose of awaiting the expeditions of Captains Parry and 
Franklin on their search for a Northwest Passage. Beechey arrived at Point Barrow, 
Alaska, within fifty leagues of Franklin before the latter was compelled to return due 
to bad weather. Beechey went on to visit Pitcairn Island, Tahiti, Hawaii, Macao, Okinawa, 
and California. He provides an important account of Monterey and San Francisco. In 
the course of the voyage, Beechey met the last survivor of the mutiny on the Bounty, 
John Adams, who gave him a lengthy account.

The present edition contains the full narrative text but omits some of the scientific 
reports contained in the quarto edition.

First octavo edition. 2 volumes,  8vo.,  3 engraved folding maps (1 double-page, 2 folding), 23 engraved plates, 
contemporary diced calf gilt, green morocco lettering pieces, raised bands, neat repairs to extremities, an 
excellent copy.  
Ferguson 1419; Forbes 773; Lada-Mocarski 95; Sabin 4347; Cf. Hill 93.  

£2,000  [ref: 87540]

8.  BellInGShAuSen, FABIAn G. Von. The Voyage of Captain Bellingshausen  to 
the Antarctic Seas 1819-1821. Translated from the Russian. Edited by Frank Debenham ...
 Hakluyt Society, London, 1945.

vERy RaRE with dustwRappERs.

Bellingshausen and his 118 companions belong in the front rank of early Antarctic 
explorers: they circumnavigated the Antarctic circle (the first since Cook to have 
done so), confirmed the existence of the South Shetland islands, discovered several 
new islands at high southern latitudes, and may well have been the first to sight the 
Antarctic continent itself. 

This is the first translation of Bellinghausen’s original Russian narrative (1831), 
complete with notes from one of Britain’s most experienced Antarctic geographers.

First English Edition. Hakluyt Society second series, XCI &XCII. 2 volumes, 8vo., 20 maps, frontispiece to each 
volume, 36 plates, original blue cloth gilt, original cream dustwrappers lettered in black, a fine set.  
Taurus 3; Rosove 33.A1.  

£2,500  [ref: 94064]

FIne In duStWrApperS

9. 
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	 [BERKH,	V.N.	-	БЕРХ,	В.Н.].	Первое морское путешествие россиян,  
предпринятое для решения географической задачи: соединяется ли 
Азия с Америкою? и совершенное в 1727, 28 и 29 годах под начальством 
флота капитана I-го ранга Витуса Беринга: С присовокуплением краткого 
биографического сведения о капитане Беринге и бывших с ним офицерах. 
[First Russian sea voyage undertaken for the purpose of solving the geographical problem: 
is Asia joined to America? And carried out under the command of Captain Bering]. 
 Imperat. Akad. nauk, Skt. Peterburg, 1823.

FIrSt edItIon oF thIS rAre And ImportAnt Account, ‘pROviding ORiginal sOuRcE MatERial 
Of twO paRticipants in a histORical EvEnt Of gREat iMpORtancE.’ (Lada-Mocarski). 

Initiated by Peter the Great following a suggestion by the Paris Academie, the first 
Russian sea expedition, under Bering’s direction, was an important success  proving for 
the first time that America was a separate continent and not joined by an isthmus to 
the rest of the known world. Russian accounts of it are however few, and very difficult 
to find. A Russian military historian, geographer and writer, Vasiliy Nikolaevich Berkh 
(1781 - 1834) focused in particular on maritime discoveries, Alaska and its conquest. 

‘His works are authoritative and are the culmination of a thorough research for which 
he often used source material. The present work is largely based on the manuscript 
journal of Warrant Officer Peter Chaplin, who was with Bering on the latter’s first 
expedition and sailed with him on the ‘Sviatoi Gavriil’. Berkh also used material from 
Chirikov’s incomplete journal of the same voyage. These manuscripts journal were 
accidentally discovered by Berkh in the State Archives of the Russia Admiralty, thus 
providing original source material of two participants in a historical event of great 
importance’ (Lada-M.). 

The biographies in the end of the book include those of Captain Bering, Lieutenants 
Martin Spanberg and Alexey Chirikov, and warrant officer Peter Chaplin. The map 
compiled by Berkh outlines Bering’s track in 1728 and 1729, showing Kamchatka, 
Bering Strait and a small part of Alaska.

Provenance: Библиотека лейб-гвардии Павловского полка [Library of the Pavlovsky 
Guard Regiment] (stamp to last page); Библиотека Окружного Штаба Кавказского 
Военного округа [Library of the District Headquarters of the Caucasus Military 
District] (paper labels to upper pastedown, stamp to p. I); Библиотека Тифлисского 
Пехотного юнкерского училища [Library of the Tiflis Infantry cadet school]  
(1866-1921, several stamps).

Octavo (20.5 x 12.8 cm). Half-title, title, dedication leaf, IV, 126 pp., folding engraved map and folding 
letterpress table printed recto-verso; some light occasional spotting, repaired tear to map. Contemporary 
half-sheep over marbled boards, red morocco label with gilt-lettering to flat spine; spine with paper label 
partly removed, extremities of spine chipped, corners bumped.  
Howes B377; Lada-Mocarski 87; Mezhov 14331; SK 1801-1825, № 560; Gennadi, p. 83; Smirdin 3774; not in 
Hill, Sabin and Arctic Bibl. 

£13,750  [ref: 94284]

10. 
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	 [BERKH,	Vasiliy]	БЕРХ,	В.Н.	Хронологическая история всех путешествий в 
северные полярные страны: с присовокуплением обозрения физических свойств того края. 
[Chronological history of all the voyages to the Arctic, with the addition of the survey of the 
physical characteristics of that country]. 
 Voennaya tip. Glavnogo shataba Ego Imperatorskogo Velichestva, Skt. 
Peterburg, 1821-1823.

FIrSt And only edItIon oF thIS IlluStrAted Account oF the ArctIc And ruSSIAn AmerIcA.

“Rare” (Solovev): we could not trace any copy at auction in the past 40 years, and 
only six copies in public libraries outside Russia, all in the U.S.A. (Yale, Lib. of Congress, 
Stanford, Alaska State library, NYPL and Harvard).

“The seemingly ambitious title of this work does not disappoint the reader [...] as it 
contains what is promised – a chronological history of all generally known voyages 
to the Arctic regions, both from the Atlantic and Pacific approaches. It is true that the 
narratives of most voyages are extremely abbreviated and the reader is referred to 
original sources listed by the compiler in Part 1, [...] for a more complete relation of 
any voyage. At the same time, the brevity of the present work allows a quick review of 
all the voyages from 1492 to 1821.”  (Lada-Mokarski)

Accounts of some of the voyages included here were not separately published yet 
and could be found only in Russian periodicals; Berkh’s work became therefore an 
important reference work, much used, partly explaining its rarity. 
Berkh focuses on the voyages by Christopher Columbus (1492), Vitus Bering 
(1728), Captain Vasily Chichagov (1766), Captain Cook (1776), Captain Billings (two 
expeditions, 1787 and 1790) , Otto von Kotzebue (1815), Captain F. Luetke (1821) 
and many others, amounting to an impressive 22 descriptions of exploration travels. 

The second part includes a description of the Arctic regions accompanied by 
eight lithographed plates and two maps, both titled ‘‘Mercator map of northern 
polar regions, 1823’’. ‘‘The first shows the eastern coast of Greenland and extends 
eastward, across Europe and Siberia to and including the northwest coast of Alaska 
[…]. The second map shows a small part of the Asiatic mainland, bordering on 
Bering Strait […]. This second map shows mostly the north of Canada as far as was 
known at that time [...], also Greenland and Iceland’’ (Lada-Mocarski).

Vasily Berkh (1781-1834) was a Russian naval officer and historian; he took part in 
Krusenstern’s famous circumnavigation serving on the “Neva” in 1803 - 1806 under 
command of Yury Lisiansky.

Provenance: Ivan Bermeleev (exlibris to upper pastedown, stamps to titles and a few 
pages); D.D. Rudnev, 1918 (stamp to upper fly leaf).  

Two parts in one volume, octavo (21.6 x 15 cm). Half-title, title, [12], 246 pp.; title, III, 210, II pp., 12 
lithographed plates by Karl Beggrov, 2 folding maps engraved by Frolov; bound without half-title in II part, 
occasional light spotting and neat marginal notes in pencil, small marginal tears to a few plates, maps 
restored with some marginal loss. Brown half calf over contemporary green marbled boards; rebacked with 
contemporary (chipped) spine pasted on top, corners repaired.    
SK 1801-1825, № 566; Obolyaninov 179; Solovjev, cat. № 120, № 29 («Rare»); Russkaya bibliografia morskogo 
dela 1377; Lada-Mokarski 81; Howes B 376; Mezhov 13931.

£13,750  [ref: 91684]

11. 
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 BIlle, Steen. Beretning om Corvetten Galathea’s Reise omkring Jorden 1845, 46 og 47. 
 Copenhagen, 1849-51.

An uncut exAmple oF the oFFIcIAl Account oF the FIrSt dAnISh cIrcumnAVIGAtIon, By 
the cAptAIn And chAmBerlAIn oF the royAl houSehold.  The voyage was made between 
1845 and 1847.

The purpose of the voyage was the exploration of the Nicobar Islands, scientific 
exploration and the forming of trade agreements. ‘This expedition’s visit in the 
Hawaiian islands was characterized by reciprocal good will’, the editor of The Friend 
commented upon the ship’s departure from Honolulu (Nov 2, 1846): ‘Visit of Galathea 
in our waters has been in the highest degree agreeable. The gentlemanly conduct of 
her officers, the zeal of her scientific corps, and the good behaviour of the seamen, 
reflect the highest honour upon their nation’.

The lithographed plates are made after drawings by Paul Plum.

Provenance: Cruising Association Library (stamp to upper covers).

First edition. 3 volumes 8vo. xii, 495, [i]; viii, 464, [i]; [iv], 513, [i], lxvii, [iv] pp., 5 folding maps and 20 
lithographed plates and a facsimile plate, all with tissue guards; tear to fold of a map, occasional light 
browning. Uncut in original drab boards, cloth spines with paper labels; neat repair to uper joint vol. 1. 
Housed in calf-backed cloth box, an fine set.  
Forbes 1723; Sabin 5399. 

£1,500  [ref: 89169]

eArly VIeW And mAp oF ShAnGhAI

12. 
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item 13 - The Bligh Pamphlets.

(last leaf in facsimile)
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leGendAry rArItIeS, one InScrIBed By BlIGh

13.  BlIGh, cAptAIn WIll IAm. A Complete set of The Bligh Court Martial 
Pamphlets, one Inscribed by Bligh. 
 For George Nicol [and others], London, 1794-1795.
 
a supERb sEt Of bOOks Of gREat RaRity, vividly dEscRibing thE MOst nOtORiOus EpisOdE in 
bRitish naval histORy.

ExaMplEs Of bOOks by bligh inscRibEd by hiM RaREly appEaR On thE MaRkEt. wE dO nOt 
knOw Of any OthER cOpiEs Of An Answer to CertAin Assertions inscRibEd by bligh.

In 1789, a gang of disgruntled sailors commandeered the 90ft Bounty, rebelling against 
their captain, William Bligh, following a research voyage to Tahiti to collect plants.

Led by ship’s mate Christian Fletcher, the mutineers cast Bligh and 19 of his loyal 
sailors adrift in a rowing boat before escaping to Pitcairn Island where they planned 
to settle. They set fire to the Bounty to cover their tracks. But their crimes caught up 
with them two years later when, after news of the mutiny reached Britain, a ship was 
dispatched to arrest the mutineers. After rounding up 14 out of 23 of them, they were 
imprisoned in a makeshift cell on the deck of HMS Pandora. Four died along with 31 
crewmen when the ship ran aground on the Great Barrier Reef, but the remaining ten 
prisoners were returned to Britain to face court martial in Portsmouth.

This sensational trial led to three pamphlets, the first by Barney, with an appendix by 
Fletcher Christian’s brother, Edward, in which Christian seeks to justify the mutiny; the 
second by Bligh  in which he defends himself, and the third by Christian replying to 
Bligh’s defense.

Bligh had already returned to England in 1790 not as the man who had lost his ship 
to mutineers, but as the courageous hero who had sailed his men to safety in an open 
boat over 3,600 miles with scant provisions and navigational equipment. This must rank 
as the greatest row to in maritime history, perhaps only approached by Worsley’s epic 
voyage in the south Atlantic on Shackleton’s Trans-Antarctic Expedition. The sensational 
news of his ordeal, elevated him to celebrity status.

The Minutes of... the Court-Martial  is, according to Parsons, “a legendary Pacific rarity”. 
Hill notes that “only a few copies were printed for distribution among the interested 
parties and the ministers of state at that time”. The work gives an account of the trial 
of the members of the Bounty crew who were captured and repatriated; the minutes 
were taken by Stephen Barney, who was representing William Musprat.

The Appendix is by Edward Christian, and is a vindication of his brother Fletcher’s 
conduct in the affair.  Christian had represented his brother Fletcher as a tormented 
romantic figure, which did much to fix for posterity the perception of Bligh as a brutal 
authoritarian. Christian  notes that the crew declared that “Captain Bligh used to call his 
officers ‘scoundrels, damned rascals, hounds, hell-hounds, beasts, and infamous wretches’... 
that he frequently threatened them, that when the ship arrived at Endeavour Straits ‘he 
would kill one half of the people, make the officers jump overboard, and would make 
them eat grass like cows;’ and that Christian, and Stewart, another midshipman, were as 
much afraid of the Endeavour Straits, as any child is of a rod” (p.63).

The court-martial of the ten mutineers was held aboard the H.M.S. Duke, with Lord 
Hood presiding over a panel of twelve captains. Of the ten men tried, Joseph Coleman 
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(armorer), Thomas McIntosh, Charles Norman (carpenter’s mates), and Michael Byrn 
(able seaman) were acquitted. Bligh had singled out the first three as loyalists but as 
there was no more room in the launch on which he was set adrift, they were obliged 
to stay aboard the Bounty. Peter Heywood (midshipman), James Morrison (boatswain’s 
mate), William Muspratt (cook’s assistant), and able seamen Thomas Ellison, John 
Millward and Thomas Burkett were found guilty and condemned to death. Heywood 
and Morrison were later given royal pardons; and Muspratt was acquitted owing to the 
fact that certain evidence had not been entered at the time of the court-martial. Only 
Burkett, Ellison, and Millward were hanged.
 
The Minutes immediately provoked a response from Bligh in the equally rare Answer to 
Certain Assertions , here inscribed by Bligh, in which he portrays himself, with the help 
of the testimony of influential friends, as an affable and humane captain. He goes on to 
assert that Christian acted out of insanity. The year after, Edward Christian responded 
with A Short Reply to Capt. Bligh’s Answer, probably the rarest of any of the three 
publications concerning the proceedings of the trial, in which he calls into question the 
testimonials of those who had supported Bligh in the previous publication.

Bligh later faced a court martial himself for the loss of his ship but was acquitted and 
eventually rose to the rank of Admiral.

ESTC records 16 copies of the Minutes, 2 in the United Kingdom (BL & Oxford); 5 
in North America, and 9 in Australia. An Answer to Certain Assertions is also located 
in 16 copies, 2 in the United Kingdom & Ireland (BL & National Library of Ireland), 3 
in North America, 10 in Australia, 1 in New Zealand. A Short reply is recorded in just 
6 copies, none in the U.K. (National Library of Ireland, 2 in North America, and 3 in 
Australia).

At auction, we can only trace 1 copy each of An Answer to Certain Assertions and A 
Short reply being sold individually at auction in the past hundred years.

Provenance: Each work with manuscript note in ink on the title, dated 1803, stating 
that it was purchased at King’s sale, with the other works, for 2/9. 

Comprising:
[BARNEY, Stephen, and Edward Christian]. Minutes of the Proceedings of the Court-Martial held at 
Portsmouth, August 12, 1792 on Ten Persons charged with Mutiny on Board His Majesty’s Ship the 
Bounty. With an Appendix containing a full account of the real causes and circumstances of that unhappy 
transaction, the most material of which have hitherto been withheld from the Public. J. Deighton, 1794. 
4to., fiRst EditiOn, [iv], 79 pp., 1 line erratum at foot of last page, ownership signature of Edward Cotton on 
advertisement leaf. [Hill (2004) 1162; Ferguson 175; Parsons Collection 158].

BLIGH, Captain William. An Answer to Certain Assertions contained in The Appendix to a Pamphlet, entitled 
Minutes of the Proceedings of the Court-Martial held at Portsmouth, August 12th, 1792, on Ten Persons 
charged with Mutiny on Board his Majesty’s Ship the Bounty. Printed for G. Nicol, 1794. 4to., fiRst EditiOn, 
RaRE. a pREsEntatiOn cOpy inscRibEd by bligh (From the author | Mr Cotton), [ii], 31 pp.  [Ferguson 176; 
Parsons Collection 159; not in Hill].

CHRISTIAN, Edward. A short reply to Capt. William Bligh’s Answer. J. Deighton, 1795. 4to., fiRst EditiOn, 11 
pp., last leaf in expert type facsimile on old paper. [Ferguson 218; not in Hill (but cf.143, modern reprint) or 
Parsons Collection], title slightly soiled.

Uniformly bound in modern red straight-grained morocco gilt, slipcases, light soiling to titles, a very 
handsomely presented set of three items, rarely seen.  

£195,000  [ref: 94477]
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 BlIGh, cAptAIn WIllIAm. A Narrative of the Mutiny, on board His Majesty’s Ship 
Bounty; and the subsequent voyage of part of the crew, in the ship’s boat, from Tofoa, one 
of the Friendly Islands, to Timor, a Dutch settlement in the East Indies.
 For George Nicol, London, 1790.

Bligh’s Narrative is his own account of the famous mutiny on the Bounty, issued in haste, 
fully two years before his official account of the whole voyage, in an effort to preserve 
his reputation. Indeed, criticism of him was leavened by his astonishing account of his 
3500 mile, two-month journey across the Pacific with his eighteen still-loyal crewmen 
in a twenty-three-foot open launch (only one life was lost).

Provenance: manuscript note in ink on the title, dated 1803, stating that it was 
purchased at King’s sale, with other works, for 2/9.

First edition. 4to., 4 folding maps and plans, 2 folding one map repaired at margin with minor loss, M2 
with short tear in gutter not affecting text, modern red straight-grained morocco gilt, a very handsomely 
presented example.
Hill (2004) 132; Ferguson 71; Parsons Collection 151; Sabin 5908a. 

£7,500  [ref: 94287]

14. 
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 BlIGh, WIllIAm. A Voyage to the South Sea; undertaken by command of His 
Majesty, for the purpose of conveying the bread-fruit tree to the West Indies, in His Majesty’s 
ship the Bounty, commanded by lieutenant William Bligh, including an account of the mutiny 
on board the said ship, and the subsequent voyage of part of the crew, in the ship’s boat, 
from Tofoa, one of the Friendly Islands, to Timor, a Dutch settlement in the East Indies.
 George Nicol, London, 1792.

a finE clEan cOpy Of thE Official accOunt Of thE vOyagE Of thE bOunty.

‘An extremely important book’ (Hill) edited by the historian James Burney, during 
Bligh’s absence from London while on his second voyage to obtain breadfruit trees.

In 1787 Lieutenant Bligh took command of the HMS Bounty, hoping to win a premium 
offered by the Royal Society for anyone who could obtain breadfruit trees, seen as a 
cheap, high-energy food source which could be given to British slaves. Having obtained 
the trees in Tahiti, Bligh set course for the Caribbean, where experiments were to take 
place to see if they would prove a successful food crop for slaves. However the ship 
never reached its destination because of a mutiny mounted by Bligh’s protégé Fletcher 
Christian on 28 April 1789, during which he and eighteen loyal crewmen were forced 
into a tiny launch. Despite a brief landing in Tofua, where one crewman was killed by 
hostile natives, the rest of the crew survived the seemingly impossible 3,618 nautical 
miles voyage to Timor, the nearest European settlement, after a 47-day voyage. They 
visited several more islands before being transported back to Britain, during which 
time Bligh sketched maps of the various coasts.

Provenance: Thomas George Corbett, engraved armorial bookplate; early 19th-century 
ink marginalia to p.62.

First Edition. 4to (29.2 x 23 cm). x, 264pp., engraved portrait of Bligh and 7 engraved charts, plates and plans 
(1 folding and 4 double-page); Leaves G2 and G3 misbound, occasional light spotting and offsetting. Modern 
speckled calf, spine gilt, a fine copy.  
Hill, 27; Sabin 5910; Ferguson 125; Wantrup 62a. 

£8,500  [ref: 90302]

15. 
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 [BlIGh, WIllIAm]. The dangerous voyage performed by Captain Bligh, with 
a part of the crew of His Majesty’s Ship Bounty, in an open boat, over twelve hundred  
leagues of the ocean; in the year 1789, to which is added, an account of the sufferings and 
fate of the remainder of the crew of said ship.
 R. Napper, Dublin, 1824.

RaRE dublin pRintEd chapbOOk. cOpac lists 3 cOpiEs in thE u.k.

An account of the mutiny and Bligh’s voyage to Batavia in an open boat. According 
to Du Rietz writing in the Kroepelien catalogue, a version of this account was first 
published in 1817 and is known in to have been reprinted. All versions are rare and 
differ significantly in content. 

175pp., woodcut frontispiece, contemporary sheep, neat repairs spine extremities, an attractive copy.  
Kropelien 103. 

£750  [ref: 90951]

16.  [Borneo] WISE, h (compIler). A selection from papers relating to Borneo, and the 
proceedings at Sarawak, of James Brooke, Esq. Printed for the use of the Government Offices.    
 Robson, Levey and Franklyn, London, 1846.

RaRE fiRst EditiOn Of a paRliaMEntaRy invEstigatiOn intO bRitish pOwER in bORnEO.

James Brooke (1803–68) was a British adventurer whose exploits in areas of the 
Malay Archipelago led to him becoming the first White Rajah of Sarawak. Setting sail 
for Borneo in 1838, he arrived in Kuching To find indigenous groups uprising against 
the Sultan of Brunei. He gave his assistance, crushing the rebellion and helping fight 
piracy, and as a reward was offered the governorship of Sarawak by the Sultan. After 
suppressing a further insurgency by Malay nobles and restoring the Sultan to his 
throne, Sarawak received independent kingdom status and complete sovereignty was 
ceded to Brooke in 1841.  Returning temporarily to England in 1847, he was given 
the Freedom of the City of London, appointed governor and commander-in-chief of 
Labuan, British consul-general in Borneo and was created a Knight Commander of the 
Order of the Bath.

A rare work - only one has been sold at auction since at least 1975 (ABPC).

Folio, vi, 84pp., table,(ii Additional Papers Relating to Borneo) 85-98pp., xxv pp. appendix, table, 7 folding 
engraved charts; title page and 3 charts slightly spotted, some offsetting. Contemporary dark green cloth, red 
morocco title label on the upper cover, a fine copy.  
BMC IV: 249, 533.  

£3,750  [ref: 90209]

17. 
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 [BrooKe, JAmeS]; mundy, r. Narrative of events in Borneo and the Celebes, 
down to the occupation of labuan: from the journals of ...  together with a narrative of the 
operations of H. M. S Iris.
 John Murray, London, 1848.

a finE cOpy, laRgEly unOpEnEd, Of thE fiRst EditiOn Of this ExpandEd publicatiOn Of 
JaMEs bROOkE’s JOuRnals, dOcuMEnting thE cOlOniZER’s fight against piRacy in bORnEO, 
nOtORiOusly difficult tO find in this cOnditiOn.

The acquisition of Labuan, an uninhabited island originally part of the Sultanate of 
Brunei, was first proposed by James Brooke, the first white Rajah of Sarawak, in 
order to halt piratical activities and provide a naval base against increasing French and 
American interests in the South China Sea. In 1846, the Sultan ceded it to Britain, with 
Brooke Governor of the territory.

Henry Keppel, an admiral who became life-long friends with Brooke after becoming 
a senior naval officer in the Straits of Malacca, assisted his fight against Malay pirates 
and published the first version of his journals in 1846. Soon after Captain Mundy 
whilst in command of the British squadron in the Straits of Singapore and on the coast 
of Borneo also became acquainted with Brooke. “Mundy like so many sailors was 
enchanted with James and...was to edit the parts of his journals that were omitted 
in Keppel’s edition” (Runciman), but in doing so he published some of the his more 
sanguinary deeds glorying in his battles with pirates, which some saw as the massacring 
of innocent savages for material gains. 

Provenance: John Borthwick of Crookston (armorial bookplate).

Two volumes, 8vo, [2], [ii], iii-xviii, 386pp., 2pp. ads at end; xii, 396pp., 16pp. ads at end, engraved portrait, with 
17 wood-engraved or lithographed plates, 5 folding maps. Original red pictorial cloth gilt, yellow endpapers, 
slipcase, a  fine, largely unopened copy.  
Steven Runciman, The White Rajah: A History of Sarawak from 1841 to 1946, pg. 85.
 
£3,500  [ref: 90212]

18. 
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 CAMPBELL, ArchIBAld. Voyage round the world from 1806 to 1812; in which 
Japan, Kamschatka, the Aleutian Islands, and the Sandwich Islands were visited.  ... with an 
account of the present state of the Sandwich Islands, and a vocabulary of their language. 
 Archibald Constable and Company, Edinburgh, 1816.

fiRst EditiOn Of caMpbEll’s calaMitOus vOyagEs aROund thE wORld cOntaining an EaRly 
and valuablE accOunt Of hawaii in a finE cOntEMpORaRy binding. 

“Campbell’s account of his stay in Hawaii (where he was sent to recover from 
frostbite) is of the greatest importance, being the first narrative from the viewpoint 
of a resident rather than as a visitor. His keen first-hand observations on the social 
structure and agricultural practices of Hawaiians are of great importance” (Forbes).

Campbell was a young, poor Scottish seaman, who by a series of strange and 
disastrous events voyaged around the world. Bound as an apprentice to the master 
of a ship aged 13, a string of coincidences conspired to take him to China, Japan, and 
the Russian coast by the time he was only 20. During his voyage from the Kamchatka 
Peninsula to America his vessel was shipwrecked off the coast of Alaska, leaving only 
five survivors, and causing him to lose both his feet to frostbite. Building a new vessel 
from the wreckage they made their way to Kodiak Island near Alaska during which 
they were once again shipwrecked. Campbell went on to visit the Sandwich Islands 
(Hawaii) and South America before finally being able to return to his native Scotland 
in 1812. Included is a detailed account of the Sandwich Islands and a phrasebook of 
their language.

Provenance: James Smith of Jordanhill (armorial bookplate).

Octavo, 276pp., half-title, engraved folding map, partially hand-coloured; offsetting of map, some spotting. 
Contemporary speckled calf, red lettering piece, marbled endpapers, a fine copy.  
Hill 244; Forbes 448. 

£6,500  [ref: 90229]

eArly hAWAIIAn Account

19. 
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 [cAptAIn cooK]; BullocK, WIllIAm. A companion to the Liverpool 
museum, containing A brief description of upwards of Four Thousand of its natural and 
foreign curiosities, antiquities, and productions of the fine arts...
 Printed for the proprietor by Richard Cruttwell, Bath, 1809.

iMMaculatEly pREsERvEd REcORd Of sOuth sEas EthnOgRaphic ObJEcts including sOME fROM 
thE vOyagEs Of captain cOOk.

all EditiOns Of this publicatiOn aRE RaRE, usually knOwn in Just a handful Of cOpiEs. 
thE pREsEnt EditiOn is Only REcORdEd by cOpac at caMbRidgE univERsity; thE natuRal 
histORy MusEuM; and thE wEllcOME libRaRy.

A remarkable survival, entirely unsophisticated, of English jeweller, goldsmith, traveller, 
naturalist and antiquary William Bullock’s (bap. 1773, d. 1849) catalogue of his 
collection of art, armour, natural history and curios housed at the Liverpool Museum. 
First opened at Lord Street in 1795, it was later removed to larger premises ‘in Five 
Apartments, built and fitted up for the Purpose’ at Bullock’s own house in Church St. 
In 1809 Bullock moved his entire collection to London (at 22 Piccadilly, and later the 
Egyptian Hall), but not before publishing this seventh edition of the catalogue first 
published in 1801.

Pride of place in this catalogue is given over to ‘the Curiosities brought back from the 
South-Seas, by Captain Cook’ described on the first seven pages, although an asterisk 
indicates that not all the seven pages of ‘South- Sea Curiosities’ identified were Cook’s. 
Many were sourced from the sales of items from Richard Greene’s Lichfield Museum 
and Sir Ashton Lever’s Holophusikon, but later scholarship has questioned whether as 
many of the ethnographic items as Bullock liked to claim did indeed emanate from the 
Cook voyages. The entire collection was sold by Bullock in a 1819. Bullock, ever the 
publicist, ensured that number of editions of this catalogue were published - but they 
are rarely found in original condition as here.

Seventh edition. 8vo. vii, [1], 78, [2] pp.,  wood-engraved frontispiece. Uncut in the original publisher’s two-
tone paper boards, with woodcut ‘MUSEUM’ label to upper board and title in manuscript to spine. Some 
cracking to spine, slightly marked, else a fine copy externally, and internally immaculate. Preserved in later 
black buckram folding box.  
Ferguson 480a. 

£3,750  [ref: 94139]

20. 
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21.  cAStell BrotherS. Australia. 
 Castell Brothers, London, [circa 1890].

A rare shape book. The scenes depicted are: Aborigines; sheep mustering; and a 
bullock team. 

A wonderful celebration of Australia a hundred years after the British colonization of 
the continent as a convict settlement. Few copies would have survived in such a fine 
state as the present example. Many would have ended up in the hands of children and 
quickly become quite worn around the irregular edges. 

Die-cut shape book in the form of the Australian continent,  11.5 x 9 cm approx., 8pp within 
chromolithographic card covers, stitched as issued, chromolithograph illustrations throughout, a fine example.  

£1,250  [ref: 92520]
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 chAppe d’Auteroche, JeAn-BAptISte And StepAn petroVIch 
KrAShenInnIKoV. Voyage en Sibérie, fait par ordre du Roi en 1761; contenant les 
moeurs, les usages des Russes, et l’etat actuel de cette puissance [and] contenant la 
description du Kamchatka.
 Chez Debure, Paris, 1768.

FIne, FreSh exAmple oF the FIrSt edItIon oF one oF the moSt celeBrAted eArly 
ethnoGrAphIeS oF SIBerIA. 

The French priest and astronomer, abbé Jean-Baptiste Chappe d’Auteroche, travelled 
to Siberia in 1761 to observe the transit of Venus. His account of this journey which 
occupies both parts of the first volume describes the meteorology, climate, fauna 
and minerals of the region, and also gives a sociological commentary. Though the 
publication received a warm welcome in France, it is said to have angered the Empress 
Catherine the Great for its unflattering description of Russian mores. 

The entire volume II contains Chappe d’Auteroche’s own, new translation of 
Krashenninikov’s Opisanie zemli Kamchetki [Description of the Kamchatka land] (St. 
Petersburg, 1755, in Russian). Previously translated into English only in an abridged 
form, this is the first full, complete translation into a Western language. It “contains 
considerable material on Alaska and the northwest coast of America” (Hill collection).

“This work deserves attention for its attractive and accurate engravings, and for its 
forthright and sometimes provocative descriptions of Russian manners and character. 
[It] includes meteorological observations, descriptions of the climate, animals, birds, and 
insects, note on the iron ore, copper, and gold mines, etc.” (Hill).

Provenance: Boris Berezovskiy (1946-2013, Russian businessman and politician).

Two parts of text in three volumes quarto (34 x 25.5 cm) and and 1 vol atlas (59.5 x 47 cm). Vol 1, part 
1: Half-title, engraved frontispiece by Tilliard after le Prince, title, xxx, [2], 348 pp. with 29 plates, including 
4 double-page and 1 table; Vol 2, part 2: half-title, title, 347-768 pp. with 8 plates; Vol.3: xvi pp., including 
title and half title, 628, [4 pp.] with 20 plates, all engraved by le Bas, Tilliard, St. Aubin, Baquoy, and others 
after le Prince, de Fecamp, and Moreau. Atlas: engraved frontispiece by Tilliard after le Prince, 30 maps, 
plans and profiles (on 24, some plates have been joined); occasional slight soiling and spotting. Text vols in 
contemporary mottled calf, spines gilt; atlas in contemporary green vellum.   
Brunet I 1798; Conlon 68:685; Cohen 225 (wrong collation); Cox I 551-562; Hill 277. 

£10,000  [ref: 91559]

22. 
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 [cooK, cAptAIn JAmeS ]; John hAWKeSWorth. An account of the voyages 
for making discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and successively performed by 
Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the 
Swallow and the Endeavour.
 London: W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1773.

a finE assOciatiOn cOpy linking thE twO gREatEst ExplORERs Of thEiR tiME.

First edition, early issue of Cook’s first voyage, 1768-1771, conforming to the collation 
in Hill without the map of the Streights of Magellan, (published later), but with the 
direction for placing the cuts and charts.

Volume I contains the voyages of Byron, Carteret and Wallis, with the discovery of 
Tahiti, and volumes II-III contain Hawkesworth’s edited account of Lieutenant Cook’s 
voyage (he was only promoted to Captain on his return). Cook’s instructions for this 
first voyage were to observe the transit of Venus from Tahiti and to carry on John 
Byron’s survey and examination of the seas between Cape Horn and New Holland, 
but they did not extend to searching for Terra Australis. He did, however, add more 
than 5,000 miles of coastline to Admiralty charts for Tahiti, Australia and the Great 
Barrier Reef, and New Zealand, which he circumnavigated. 

Provenance: Nile explorer James Bruce with his Kinnaird bookplate.

Three volumes, 4to., 51 engraved plates, maps and charts, mostly double-page or folding, contemporary 
mottled calf, red and green morocco labels, a little light soiling, neat repairs to spine heads, generally an 
excellent set.  
Hill 783; Beddie 650; Sabin 30934 

£8,500  [ref: 92129]

JAmeS Bruce’S copy

23. 
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 cooK, JAmeS. [Three Voyages round the World]. 
 W. Strahan & T. Cadell, London, 1773-1777-1784.

A complete Set oF cAptAIn cooK’S GreAt VoyAGeS. cOMplEtE with DeAth of Cook platE 
and streight of MAgellAn chaRt.

“Captain Cook’s three great voyages form the basis of any collection of Pacific books. In 
three great voyages Cook did more to clarify the geographical knowledge of the southern 
hemisphere than all his predecessors together had done. He was the first really scientific 
navigator, and his voyages made great contributions to many fields of knowledge” (Hill). 

“As an explorer Cook stands equal to Vasco de Gama, Christopher Columbus and 
Magellan. Beside proving that the Southern Continent existed only within the Antarctic 
Circle and  showing there was no practical sea route between the Pacific and the 
Atlantic in the Arctic, he completed with accuracy the outline map of the largest 
ocean and opened the way for trade and settlement. As a seaman and navigator he 
showed outstanding ability. As a man he was brave and determined, a leader that men 
could follow literally to the ends of the earth. But greatest among his qualities was his 
care and consideration for people, be they his men, whose health and conditions were 
always his close concern, or the natives that he met, whose culture and custom he was 
careful to respect” (Lord Lewin writing in Capt. James Cook Navigator, NMM, 1990).

The first voyage under Cook’s command on the Endeavour was primarily of a scientific 
nature, the mission being to observe the transit of Venus at Tahiti. Having carried out 
his duties, Cook sailed on to New Zealand which he circumnavigated and surveyed, 
before going on to Australia where he discovered and named New South Wales. Both 
Australia and New Zealand were annexed as a result of this voyage.

On the second voyage Cook was sent by the Admiralty to ascertain whether a great 
Terra Australis really existed below the Antarctic Circle. He circumnavigated Antarctica 
at high latitudes and captained the first ship on record to cross the Antarctic Circle. 
Though discovering the South Sandwich Islands and South Georgia, he did not gain 
sight of a Southern Continent. “Cook was a brilliant navigator and hydrographer, an 
excellent administrator and planner, and probably the first sea captain to realize the 
importance of preserving the health and well-being of his crew…On his second 
voyage, of 112 men on board the Resolution, which he commanded, Cook lost only 
one by disease - and that not scurvy - a unique achievement in his time.” PMM.

Cook’s third and final voyage was an expedition in search of the Northwest Passage 
with a remarkable crew including William Bligh, George Vancouver, and James Burney. 
After calling at Tasmania and New Zealand Cook sailed north, discovering Christmas 
Island and the Sandwich Islands, later to be named the Hawaiian Islands. Cook 
charted the American west coast from Northern California through the Bering 
Strait before being stopped by pack ice at latitude 70° 44’. It was whilst wintering 
over at Hawaii that he was killed in a fracas with  natives over a boat. Forbes calls it: 
“arguably the single most important book on the Hawaiian Islands, this documents 
all aspects of Hawaiian culture at the point of discovery  by Europeans. It is a 
magnificent summation of all the public and private journals, logs, drawings, and other 
observations made during the course of the voyage and is as an important a record 
of the exploration of the North Pacific as Cook’s first two voyages had been for the 
South Pacific. It is in fact one of the most important English books published in the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century.” 

AttrActIVe Set WIth deAth oF cooK plAte

24. 
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[FIRST VOYAGE]. -- HAWKESWORTH, John. An Account of the Voyages... for making Discoveries in the 
Southern Hemisphere... In the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the Endeavour. London: for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 
1773. Second edition.  3 volumes. 53 engraved maps, charts and views, of which 44 folding; includEs stREight 
Of MagEllan platE. 

[SECOND VOYAGE] -- COOK, Capt. James. A Voyage Towards the South Pole, and Round the World. 
Performed in His Majesty’s Ships Resolution and Adventure, In the Years 1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775. 
London: W. Strahan, 1777.  fiRst EditiOn. 2 volumes. frontispiece and 63 engraved plates, portrait just 
trimmed as often.

[THIRD VOYAGE] -- COOK, Capt. James; James King. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean. Undertaken, by the 
command of His Majesty, for making Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere. To determine The Position 
and Extent of the West Side of North America; its Distance from Asia; and the Practicability of a Northern 
Passage to Europe. London: G. Nicol, 1784. fiRst EditiOn. 3 volumes. 88 engraved plates: 24 in text volumes 
and 64 in atlas including dEath Of cOOk platE (3 short marginal tears repaired).

tOgEthER. 9 volumes, comprising 8 volumes 4to, and 1 volume atlas folio (57.5 x 42.5 cm), minor spotting, 
offsetting and occasional stain, nothing untoward. Modern half calf gilt extra by Aquarius, an excellent set.  
First Voyage: Hill 782; Holmes 5; Mitchell Library Cook 648; Sabin 30934. Second voyage: Hill 358; Holmes 
24; MLC 1216; PMM 223; Sabin 1624; Taurus 1. Third voyage:  Forbes 62; Hill 361; Holmes 47; Lada-Mocarski 
37; MLC 1552; Sabin 16250. 

£30,000  [ref: 90978]
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 cooK, JAmeS; J. c. BeAGlehoe, edItor. The journals of Captain James Cook  on 
his voyages of discovery. [I. The voyage of the Endeavour, 1768-1771; II. The voyage of 
the Resolution and Discovery, 1776-1780; III. pt 1-2. The voyage of the Resolution and 
Discovery , 1776-1780; IV. The life of Captain James Cook]. 
 Hakluyt Society, C.U.P., Cambridge, 1967, 1968, 1969,1974.

This publication represents the first time that Cook’s journals were comprehensively 
and accurately presented to the public, and to do so required enormous research 
since copies and fragments of the journals and related material were scattered in 
various archives in London, Australia and New Zealand. For his edition, Beaglehole 
sought out the various surviving holographs in Cook’s own hand in preference to 
copies by his clerks on board ship, and others. 

As well as Cook’s own journals Beaglehole also printed, either entire or in lengthy 
extracts, the journals of several of Cook’s colleagues on the voyages. The introductions 
themselves, together with copious footnotes, reveal the breadth of his erudition. They 
cover many topics, ranging from the structure of Polynesian society to oceanography, 
navigation, cartography, and much else.

Hakluyt Society extra series 34a, 34b, 35, 36a, 36b, 37.

Four volumes in 5, royal 8vo, 1 volume portfolio atlas, with 2 addenda and corigenda booklets,  numerous maps 
and  illustrations throughout, original blue cloth gilt, light soiling and chipping to wrappers, an excellent set.  
Hill 86 (Life) & 367. 

£850  [ref: 94308]
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 cooKe, edWArd. A Voyage to the South Sea, and round the world, perform’d 
in the years 1708, 1709, 1710, and 1711. Containing a journal of all memorable 
transactions during the said voyage; the winds, currents, and variation of the compass; 
the taking of the towns of Puna and Guayaquil, and several prizes, one of which a rich 
Acapulco ship. A description of the American coasts, from Tierra del Fuego in the south, 
to California in the north, (from the Coasting-Pilot), a Spanish manuscript.) An historical 
account of all those countries from the best authors. With a new map and descriptions of 
the mighty River of the Amazons. Wherein an account is given of Mr Alexander Selkirk, his 
manner of living and taming some wild beasts during the four years and four months he 
liv’d upon the uninhabited Island of Juan Fernandes.
 Lintot, London, 1712.

the ScArce one-Volume true FIrSt edItIon, hastily produced to beat Rogers’ account 
to the market. Edward Cooke served as first mate on the Dutchess under Woodes 
Rogers’ general command, in a privateering expedition that included parts of the West 
Coast of the Americas. Their chief goal in 1708 was to capture the Manila treasure ship 
as it approached Acapulco. 

Cooke’s voyage is generally accepted as the probable source for Robinson Crusoe, with 
Defoe using Alexander Selkirk’s account of his years on Juan Fernandez Island as related 
by Cooke. Apparently there was considerable rivalry between the publishers of Cooke’s 
account and those of Rogers’ account to be the first to market, resulting in this one-
volume edition with the second portion of the voyage compressed at the end.

Octavo, with engraved folding map frontispiece, 2 further folding maps and plans, 17 engraved plates and 
maps, several of fish and other natural history subjects, contemporary panelled calf, neat repairs to joints 
and extremities, an excellent example.  
cf. Borba de Moraes p.206; cf. Hill (2004) 372; cf. Sabin 16303; cf. Wagner 77. 

£4,000  [ref: 91953]
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 dAmpIer, WIllIAm. A complete set of Dampier’s Voyages, comprising:  A new 
voyage round the world ..., Sixth edition, 1717; [with] Voyages and descriptions ... Third 
edition, 1705; [with] A voyage to New Holland, &c. in the year 1699 ..., Second edition, 
1709;  [with] A continuation of a voyage to New-Holland ... First edition, 1709.
 James Knapton, London 1717-1705-1709-1709.

williaM daMpiER (1651–1715) was thE fiRst EnglishMan tO ExplORE paRts Of what is 
tOday austRalia, and thE fiRst pERsOn tO ciRcuMnavigatE thE wORld thREE tiMEs. He has 
also been described as Australia’s first natural historian, as well as one of the most 
important British explorers in the period between Sir Walter Raleigh and James Cook.

Dampier was also a popular and exciting storyteller who inspired both Swift and 
Defoe. Dampier’s greatest contribution to the history of discovery was to inspire his 
countrymen with enthusiasm to explore the Pacific and in the eighteenth century 
it was Britain which took the lead in exploring this part of the globe, culminating in 
Captain Cook’s three great expeditions.

Dampier’s early seafaring life was largely taken up with buccaneering in South America 
and the Pacific. The first volume here, A New Voyage Round the World, recounts 
Dampier’s voyage from South America across the Pacific to the East Indies and whilst 
traveling extensively in that region between 1683 and 1691, the first landing of an 
Englishman on Australian soil. The return to England was by way of the Cape of 
Good Hope. The second volume, Voyages and Descriptions, contains supplementary 
material relating to his circumnavigation. The success of the first voyage was such that 
the British Admiralty commissioned Dampier to conduct surveys of New Holland, or 
Australia, aboard the Roebuck. The third and fourth volumes describe this expedition, 
also containing information on South America, South Africa and the East Indies, as well 
as his conclusion of Australia that “it is not yet determined whether it is an island or a 
main continent; but I am certain that it joyns neither Asia, Africa, nor America”.

Four volumes bound in 3, 8vo., x, vi, 550, [iv errata/ads];  [viii], 184, 132, [iv], 112, [lxxvi, index]; [xxiv], 162, [ix, 
index], [v, ads]; [xiv], [ii, ads], 198, [viii, index], [ii, ads], 27 maps and charts (some folding), 15 engraved plates, 
contemporary calf, covers ruled in gilt and blind, gilt numbered direct to spines, raised bands, dividers ruled 
in gilt, lightly rubbed , short splits repaired, map of Malacca in volume 2 with small blank away of fore-corner 
torn away with no loss, occasional light browning, an excellent set.  
Cf. Hill 417, 419, 420, 421. 

£5,000  [ref: 84670]
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item 28 - Du Halde Description Géographique.
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28.  du hAlde, JeAn BAptISte. Description Géographique, Historique, Chronologique, 
Politique et Physique de l’Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie Chinoisie. 
 P.G. Le Mercier, Paris: 1735.

thE fiRst EditiOn Of du haldE’s “EncyclOpaEdic accOunt Of china” (Lust) -- and one of 
the earliest European sources on Chinese ceramics. Du Halde, who became a Jesuit 
priest in 1708, was entrusted by his superiors to edit the published and manuscript 
accounts of Jesuit travellers in China. The present work records the narratives of 
twenty-seven of these missionaries (listed in volume I, pp. li-li). 

Also notable is the Relation succinte du voyage du capitaine Beering dans la Sibérie 
(volume IV, pp.452-458), which is the first published account of Vitus Bering’s 1728 
voyage through the eponymous straits, whose importance he failed to recognize after 
sighting no land. The accompanying double-page map titled Carte des pays traversees 
par le Capne. Beering depuis la ville de Tobolsk jusqu’ Kamtschatka (bound between 
pp.452 and 453) is based on Bering’s manuscript map, which was given to the King 
of Poland and in turn passed to Du Halde to be reproduced here. Bering’s map is 
“thE fiRst pRintEd Map Of paRt Of pREsEnt alaska” (S.I. Schwarz and R.E. Ehrenberg, The 
Mapping of America).

Provenance: Mr. de Rumare (bookplate to upper pastedown); Bibliotheque Mery de 
Bellegarde (bookplate to upper pastedown).

Four volumes, folio, with 65 plates after Antoine Humblot, including 8 double plates (costumes, village views, 
hunting, fishing, etc.), 10 city plans, one plate showing Beijing’s observatory, portrait of Confucius, numismatic 
plate, music plate and 43 maps, most folding, contemporary mottled calf gilt, a very handsome set.  
Brunet II:870; Cordier Sinica I, 45-48; Cox I:355; De Backer & Sommervogel IV:35; Lada-Mocarski 2; Lust 
Western Books on China 12. 

£35,000  [ref: 90317]
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 duperrey, louISe-ISIdore. Voyage autour du monde, éxécuté par ordre du Roi. sur 
la Corvette... La Coquille, pendant les années 1822, 1823, 1824 et 1825 ... histoire du voyage.
 Arthus Bertrand, Paris, 1826.

thE finEly cOlOuREd atlas Of thE RaREst and MOst bEautiful Of thE grAnD voyAges.

Born in 1786, Duperrey joined the navy in 1802, and served as marine hydrologist 
to Louis Claude de Saulces de Freycinet aboard the Uranie (1817–1820). He 
commanded La Coquille on its circumnavigation (1822–1825) with Jules Dumont 
d’Urville as second. René-Primevère Lesson also travelled on La Coquille as a naval 
doctor and naturalist.

The voyage, led by Duperrey, concentrated on the exploration of the Pacific. La 
Coquille ‘called at Brazil, the Falkland Islands, Concepcion, Callao, and Payta. The Pacific 
islands visited were the Tuamotu Archipelago, Tahiti and the Society Islands, Tonga, 
Rotuma, the Gilbert and Caroline Islands, and the Bismarck Archipelago. Australia 
was visited twice, and explorations made of New Zealand and of the Maoris were of 
particular significance.’ (Hill pp.180-181).

Before his return to Marseilles in 1825 (accomplished without the loss of a single 
man), Duperrey and his company discovered a number of unknown islands, prepared 
charts of previously little-known areas of the South Pacific (especially in the Caroline 
Archipelago), studied ocean currents, gathered new information on geomagnetic and 
meteorological phenomena, and collected an impressive array of geological, botanical, 
and zoological specimens for the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle. After the return of 
the expedition Duperrey and his collaborators worked assiduously to prepare the 
results of the journey for publication. The expedition particularly distinguished itself 
in producing new knowledge of the behaviour of ocean currents in the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans.

Atlas volume only, folio (47.2 x 31cm). Engraved title and 60 plates, by Ambroise Tardieu after Duperrey, 
Lejeune and Chazal, all but one finely hand-coloured; light scattered spotting, heavier on title. Contemporary 
half calf over blue paper-covered boards, gilt spine, an excellent example.
Borba de Moraes p.275; Ferguson 1069; Hill 517. 

£10,000  [ref: 91045]

exquISIte hAnd-coloured plAteS oF the pAcIFIc
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 enGelmAnn, GodeFroy (1788-1839); G. BerGer. Porte-feuille géographique 
et ethnographique : contenant des planches pour la géographie mathématique, des dessins 
représentant les principales curiosités de la nature, ainsi que les costumes, moeurs et usages 
des peuples les plus remarquables ... le tout exécuté par les procédés lithographiques et 
soigneusement enluminé, accompagné d’un texte explicatif et de tableaux synoptiques 
propres à faciliter l’usage de cet ouvrage dans l’enseignement de la jeunesse.
 Chez G. Engelmann, Mulhouse, 1820.

an ElEgant wORld gEOgRaphy Of thE 19th cEntuRy, Richly illustRatEd with fREsh 
cOlOuRs, including thE dEath Of cOOk.

scaRcE: we could trace only one complete example selling at auction in the last 30 years. 
Copies are recorded in two Australian collections (State Library of New South Wales; 
National Library of Australia). 

The text contained in the first volume is complemented by the engraved plates and 
maps of the second. Australia and the Pacific are covered in the section ‘Cinquième 
partie du monde. Océanie ou monde maritime’, pp 56-76.  Correspondingly, Plate 
LXVIII shows Aborigines of ‘Nouvelle Hollande’; plate LXIX shows a group of Maori, 
‘Habitans de la nouvelle Zeelande’; plate LXX is titled ‘Isles Sandwich, Mort du 
Cap[itain]e Cook’, and Plate LXVII is a folding map of ‘Océanie’.

Two volumes bound in one, 4to., volume 1 with hand-coloured frontispiece, 204, 46, 20pp; volume 2 comprises 
88 hand-coloured copperplate engraved plates and maps (34 are maps, some folding), contemporary half 
calf over marbled papered boards, spine with raised bands, gilt ornament and contrasting title label with gilt 
lettering, mild water stain with some reddish discolouration around the upper margin of some sections of both 
volumes, affecting neither the text nor the plates, otherwise a crisp copy with vivid plates.   

£5,000  [ref: 93845]
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 ForSter, GeorG. A voyage round the world,  in His Britannic Majesty’s sloop, 
Resolution.
 B. White, J. Robson, P. Elmsly, and G. Robinson, London, 1777.

fiRst EditiOn Of thE fiRst publishEd accOunt Of cOOk’s sEcOnd vOyagE.

 ‘An important and necessary addition to Cook’s voyages’ (Hill). The author and his 
father, Johann Reinhold Forster, sailed as naturalists on the Resolution. During this 
second voyage Cook made the first crossing of the Antarctic Circle, discovered the 
South Sandwich Islands and dispelled the idea of a great southern continent. Although 
originally it was intended that the elder Forster would write the official account of the 
voyage, a dispute with the Admiralty arose over payment and this unofficial account 
written by father and son was issued in March 1777 under the son’s name, some six 
weeks before Cook’s official account of the voyage. ‘For all the controversy A Voyage 
round the World is an interesting and important account that complements the official 
one with facts and astute observations on the human side of the voyage’ (Rosove).

Provenance: Stephen G. Hillman, his ownership signature dated 1792 to upper margin of 
title-page of vol. I and initials to title-page vol. II; the Dean & Chapter’s Library Norwich, 
their bookplate to front pastedown of each volume and heraldic shield in gilt to boards. 

Two volumes, 4to., large folding engraved map as frontispiece to vol. I, with errata slip to vol. I bound at 
rear. (Title-pages spotted, that for vol. I with old paper repair to lower edge, sporadic, mainly light spotting 
throughout.) Contemporary half calf, marbled boards, red speckled edges (rebacked, spines gilt with morocco 
lettering pieces, extremities very lightly rubbed). 
Hill 625; Beddie 1248; Kroepelien 450; Sabin 25134. 

£4,500  [ref: 88618]
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 herrerA y tordeSIllAS, AntonIo de. Novvus Orbis, sive descriptio 
Indiae Occidentalis ... Metaphraste C. Barlaeo. Accesserunt & aliorum Indiae Occidentalis 
descriptiones, & navigationis nuperae Austrlis Jacobi le Maire historia, uti & navigationum 
omnium per Fretum Magellanicum succincta narratio.
 Colijn, Amsterdam, 1622.

the FIrSt complete Account oF the le mAIre-Schouten expedItIon Around the World, 
the FIrSt to SucceSSFully round cApe horn, And the FIrSt edItIon In lAtIn, expAndInG 
SIGnIFIcAntly the mAdrId edItIon oF 1601.

The first two parts of the book concentrate on the New World and include fine maps 
of Central and South America, with those on the Pacific coast adding a great deal of 
new geographical knowledge. Of primary importance, however, is the second part 
containing the description of the great Dutch navigator Jacob Le Maire’s 1615-1617 
voyage in search of Terra Australis. Le Maire’s rounding of Patagonia via Cape Horn 
impacted navigation in many ways, but principally by dispelling the idea of an imaginary 
Southland. Michel Colin issued simultaneous Latin, French and Dutch editions of this 
work, adding three maps not in the 1601 Spanish edition. Copies are known with a 
portrait of Le Maire, but this is not called for in the list of plates. In addition, the small 
map on the title-page is noteworthy for being the first cartographic depiction of 
California as an island.

The suite of maps form an early (fourth) atlas of the Americas, principally focused on 
the Spanish orbit, issued as an encouragement just as the Dutch focus on the Western 
Hemisphere turned to settlement.

Provenance: Henry N. Stephens (inscription on endpaper dated 21 August 1884, 
recording the price £1.10); A.H. Bright (armorial bookplate).

Four parts in 1 volume, folio (36 x 24 cm. approx.), [4], 44, [3], 46-81 [i.e. 82], [1],[1], 2-9, [1] 2-11 leaves, 110 
leaves, without final blank, engraved additional title, 17 engraved folding maps, 5 engraved illustrations; light 
toning, light marginal dampstaining, letterpress title slightly soiled and with small chips to corners. Nineteenth 
century red roan-backed marbled paper-covered boards, spine lettered in gilt; extremities a bit rubbed.  
Alden & Landis 622/70; Borba de Moraes I, 400; Burden 195-198, 201-206; JCB (3) II, 165; Sabin 31540; 
Wagner Spanish Southwest 12c. 

£19,500  [ref: 90829]
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 InStItut de FrAnce, AcAdémIe deS ScIenceS. Recueil de mémoires, rapports 
et documents relatifs à l’observation du passage de Vénus sur le Soleil.  
 Firmin-Didot puis Gauthier-Villard, Paris, 1876-85.

ScArce FIrSt edItIon oF one oF the FIrSt puBlIcAtIonS on AStronomIcAl photoGrAphy.
A FIne, FreSh exAmple oF theSe extenSIVe ScIentIFIc reSeArcheS And oBSerVAtIonS mAde For 
the 1874 trAnSIt oF VenuS oVer the Sun.

As the rarest predictable astronomical phenomenon, the passage of Venus between 
the Sun and the Earth occurs twice every 113 years with an eight-year interval 
between the first and the second.  From its first predicted incidence in 1631 through 
to its most recent in 2012, this particular kind of Solar eclipse has been historically a 
crucial means to measure the universe. More specifically, in the 18th and 19th century, 
the phenomenon was closely monitored in order to determine as accurately as 
possible the size of the Solar System through the measurement of the Solar parallax 
and the distance between the Earth and the Sun.

The Solar eclipse of 1874, detailed in these seven volumes, was only visible from the 
Pacific and Indian Oceans. Several national observation teams were sent from Europe 
and North America to study the phenomenon in situ, making of the event a truly 
exploratory expedition across the globe.

The present work collects the documented efforts of the French scientific team, a group 
of fifty scientists who set observational stations in the Northern hemisphere at Peking, 
Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City), in Japan (Yokohama, Nagasaki and Kobe) as well as in 
the Southern hemisphere on the Isle of St. Paul, the Isle of Campbell and in Noumea.

Beside the astronomical observations detailed below, the reports also include 
researches on the climate, zoology, botany and geology of some remote territories. 
They are especially extensive in the case of Saint-Paul island, in the southern Idian 
ocean and the Reunion island, as well as Campbel Island, south of New Zealand, which 
takes two entire volumes, one of text and one of plates.
The numerous plates illustrating the reports are colour maps, plans (such as a large 
folding plan of Beijing), views such as St Paul’s, geological details, schemes and views of 
observational tools and astronomical observations.

As well as describing epic journeys through unchartered territories, the entreprise 
also testifies to a crucial transition in the advancement of astronomical studies: it 
records the very first instance of photographic techniques used as astronomical 
research tools. Previously, in 1769, unsuccessful attempts were made at measuring the 
parallax with the aid of traditional telescopic lenses during the transit of Venus. With 
the subsequent transit of 1874, a particular form of photography called ‘photogenic 
revolver’ was introduced to by the French equipe to remedy the deficiencies of 
previous astronomical methods. This remarkable transition to photography in the 
field of astronomy was spearheaded by the astronomer Jules Janssen, a prominent 
member of the Academie des Sciences, chairman of the observatory in Meudon and 
once considered equal to Pasteur for his contribution to the advancement of science. 
Photography  provided a groundbreaking solution to the previously unsurmountable 
issue of accuracy. The obstacle was the human factor and photography, which 
substituted human perception with a mechanical lens, was hailed as the ultimate 
solution to this problem. Astronomers could finally gauge with the “reality of things” 
unmediated by the subjective element of the human eye.
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It was in light of these challenges that the French team ambitiously adopted Janssen’s 
pioneering method of the ‘photogenic revolver’ to record the moment of contact 
between Venus and the Sun.

The decision to adopt the ‘photogenic revolver’ is beautifully documented in the 
present volume by numerous photographs of astronomical phenomena taken during 
Janssen’s expedition - the first photographs of this kind. The entire last volume is 
dedicated to the results of photographic observations. A 79-pp. Annexe was published 
5 years later, in 1890, and is often not included in the sets we could trace, as here.

The adoption of the ‘photogenic revolver’ had a long-term groundbreaking effect 
on the development of new scientific methods of recording and it pioneered the 
legitimization of the medium of photography in the arts and sciences alike. One of 
the contributors to the present research was Pierre-Henri Puiseux, who published 20 
years later the celebrated and monumental Atlas photographique de la Lune.

Seven volumes 4to (29 x 24 cm). Half titles, additional titles, with volumes I-IV and VII comprising 70 
lithograph plates (including 7 large folding maps), numerous by Ciceri, several plates coloured, and 
22 photographs (on 10 plates), with volume VI comprising 68 illustrative plates and one map, some 
woodengravings in text; traces of hand-writing offset to first title and some half-title, a tear to one large map, 
very occasional light spotting. Contemporary calf over marbled boards, spines in six compartments, raised 
bands, green and red morocco lettering pieces lettered in gilt; only lightly rubbed.  
Houzeau and Lancaster, 12291; cf. Canales, Jimena. Photogenic Venus: The “cinematographic turn” and its 
alternatives in nineteenth-century France. Isis. The University of Chicago Press. Dec 2002. pp. 585-613.  

£15,000  [ref: 90318]
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 Keppel, cApt the hon henry. Expedition to Borneo of H.M.S. Dido; For the 
suppression of piracy: With extracts from the journal of James Brooke Esq. of Sarawak ...
 Chapman and Hall, London, 1847.

This third edition contains an additional chapter, published for the first time, comprising 
recent intelligence by Walter Kelly.

Keppel, a British naval officer, participated in the campaign against the Borneo pirates in 
1843-44. During this time he met James Brooke, Rajah of Sarawak. The first volume deals 
with Brooke’s exploits in Borneo from 1838-1842, prior to his meeting with Keppel, 
particularly Brooke’s attempts to open Borneo for foreign trade and pacify the local 
tribes. The second volume contains an account of the action against the pirates, and 
accounts of the geography of Borneo and the Dyaks, the aboriginal people of Borneo.

Third edition. 2 volumes, 8vo, xiv, 429; viii, 315pp., , 11 lithographed plates (light spotting),  6 folding maps 
and plans, folding table at end, prize binding by Bickers in green polished calf gilt, gilt stamp to upper covers, 
spines in six compartments, morocco labels to second and third, others richly gilt, raised bands, a very 
handsome set.  
Cf. Hill 918 (First edition). 

£1,350  [ref: 89483]
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 KruSenStern, AdAm JohAnn Von [KruZenShtern]. Atlas de L’Océan 
Pacifique [Hemisphere Austral]. 
 Par ordre de Sa Majeste, St. Petersbourg, 1824. 

“one oF the moSt ImportAnt pAcIFIc AtlASeS” (fORbEs): the FIrSt edItIon In French 
oF thIS detAIled SurVey oF the Southern pAcIFIc, In ItS FIrSt ISSue dAted 1824, BeFore 
SuBSequent updAteS And WIth dedIcAtIon to AlexAnder I.

WIth A rAre preSentAtIon InScrIptIon From KruZenShtern to the VIctor oF the 
BAttle oF nAVArIno And Future mIlItAry GoVernor oF KronStAdt And reVel-tAllInn. 
The Dutch Admiral Count Login Hayden (Lodewijk Sigismund Vincent Gustaaf van 
Heiden, 1772–1850) offered his services to Russia in the last year of Catherine the 
Great’s reign, 1795. He was appointed Captain-Lieutenant at sea at only twenty-two, 
and successfully rose through the ranks. In 1826, Hayden was given command of the 
Russian fleet in the Mediterranean and a year later he was appointed commander 
of the Russian squadron in the Battle of Navarino against the Turks during the Greek 
War of Independence, which ended with the defeat of the Turko-Egyptian fleet and 
the destruction of the feared artillery at the fortress of Navarino. At the height of his 
career, much respected and decorated, he became Admiral in 1833 and was chosen by 
the Tsar to become military governor of Kronstadt and Reval. 

Like its Russian version published the same year, the first edition in French of this work 
is very rare. Lada-Mocarski, Ferguson and Phillips refer only to the later edition of 
1827-35 (with dedication to the new Tsar, Nicholas I, and with 34 maps, including the 
Northern hemisphere, first published in Russian only in 1826 and in French in 1827).

The first map is a general map of the Southern Pacific, showing discovery dates and 
including, in this particular copy, some supplementary contemporary handwritten 
information dated up to 1825. It covers the ocean from Borneo to Cape Horn, 
showing especially the whole of Australia, the Solomon islands, Polynesia and New 
Zealand, as well as the West coast of South America and the Galapagos islands. It is 
dedicated to Captain Horsburgh, “Hydrographe de la Compagnie Britannique des 
Indes”. Interestingly, the other maps are not dedicated, except the map of the Coral 
sea, dedicated to Captain Flinders (post-mortem?), and the map of the Solomon 
islands, to the French Rear Admiral de Rossel.

preSentAtIon copy to the ruSSIAn VIctor oF nAVArIno

35. 
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The charts are drawn on a large, detailed scale, and represent the first systematic 
attempt to chart the islands of the Pacific - including a map of the whole New 
Zealand and most of the Eastern coast of Australia, with a detailed plan of Sydney’s 
harbour. They are based on Kruzenshtern’s own observations during the first Russian 
circumnavigation and incorporate findings of subsequent voyages to the Pacific.

The atlas “may be taken as an example of the extraordinary labour and perseverance 
of the author, as well as his superior talents as a navigator and astronomer. None 
of his statements have ever been called into question; while the discoveries and 
nautical corrections are universally acknowledged to have been of infinite service to 
navigation” (Dawson, Memoirs of Hydrography, Eastbourne, 1885).

The maps are:
1. Carte Générale de l’océan Pacifique Hemisphere Austral. 1824. [Double-page]
2. Carte de la Nouvelle Guinée et du détroit de Torrès. - Plan du port Dory. 1824. 
[Double-page]
3. Carte de la mer du Corail. 1824. [Double-page; with an important part of the 
North Eastern coast of Australia]
4. Carte de la côte sud est de la Nouvelle-Galles méridionale. - Plan du port Jackson. 1824. 
[From Wide Bay to Jervis Bay, including Sydney and nowadays Brisbane (”Glass houses”)]
5. Carte de la Terre Van Diemen et du détroit de Bass. - Plan du port Philip. 1824.
6. Carte des iles de l’Amirauté. - Carte de la Nouvelle Irlande. - Plan du port Gower. 1824.
7. Carte des isles de la Nouvelle Bretagne. - Cart de l’archipel de Santa Cruz. - Plan de 
l’Anse Byron. 1824.
8. Carte de l’archipel de la Louisiade. - Carte de l’archipel de Mendana. - Plan du port 
Chichagoff. 1824.
9. Carte systematique de l’archipel des isles de Salomon. - Plan de la baie Choiseul. - 
Plan du port Praslin. 1824. [Double-page]
10. Carte de l’archipel des Nouvles. Hebrides. - Plan du port de la Resolution. 1824.
11. Carte de la nouvelle Caledonie. - Plan du port St. Vincent. 1824.

12. Carte de la Nle. Zélande, et du détroit de Cook. - Carte du détroit de Cook. - 
Plan de la baie Dusky. 1824. [Double-page with a folding addition]
13. Carte de l’archipel des isles des Amis. - Carte de l’archipel des isles de la Societé. - 
Plan de la baie Matavai. 1824.
14. Carte de l’archipel des isles Fidji. - Esquisse de Sandal wood bay. - Carte de la isles 
des Navigateurs. Plan de l’Anse du massacre. 1824.
15. Carte de l’archipel des isles Basses. 1824. [Double-page]

The atlas, including also the Northern hemisphere, was accompanied by two volumes of 
text: Recueil de mémoires hydrographique pour servir d’analyse et d’explication á l’atlas de 
l’océan pacifique, par le commodore de Krusenstern (St. Petersburg, 1824-27), augmented 
with a Supplement in 1835. The whole was first published in Russian (1824-26).

Forbes records a few copies, including probably an imperial example of the Russian 
edition in the Mitchell Library - but none with Kruzenshtern’s handwritten 
dedication.

Provenance: Admiral Count de Hayden (presentation inscription from the author to 
upper fly leaf). 

Large folio (65.7 x 52 cm). Title, dedication to Alexander I, 15 maps including 6 double-page, and some 
containing smaller insets for a total of 36 charts, engraved by S. Froloff, all dated 1824 in cartouche, printed 
on thick paper, on guards; outer margin skilfully restored throughout, without affecting print, possibly without 
half-title and engraved list of plates, although these seem to be present only in copies gathering both parts 
(see Forbes) - these two leaves may well not have been included in copies published before 1827 and 
including only the present, first part. Recent maroon morocco over red cloth boards, spine in compartments, 
gilt lettering to second compartment, boards gilt ruled.u9j8-i  
Brunet III, 700; Cordier Japonica 459 (1827 edition); Ferguson 1130a (1830s edition); Forbes 581; 
Howes K-270; Lada-Mocarski 91 (1827 edition); Phillips Atlases 3242 (with 1835-38 maps); Sabin 38329; 
Wickersham 6241 (1827 edition); not in Hill. 

£37,500  [ref: 90581]
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 lABIllArdIere, JAcqueS-JulIen. Voyage in search of La Perouse, performed 
by order of the Constituent Assembly, during the years 1791, 1792, 1793, and 1794, and 
drawn up by M. Labillardiere...
 Stockdale, London, 1800.

fiRst English EditiOn Of labillaRdièRE’s significant sciEntific discOvERiEs in austRalasia 
with EngRavings Of lOcal flORa and pEOplEs.  

Account of the 1791-1793 d’Entrecasteaux expedition to Australasia, sent to search 
for Jean François de Galaup (comte de Lapérouse), a French Navy officer and explorer 
whose expedition vanished in Oceania in 1788. The author Labillardière was a French 
botanist on the voyage, engaged to collect and describe the flora and fauna of the 
continent. Extensive collections made during the expedition’s stop at Esperance Bay 
and two visits to Tasmania, resulted in the description of several newly discovered 
species, including the West Australian eucalypt, Eucalyptus cornuta, and the widely 
cultivated Eucalyptus globulus. It also contains what is regarded as the first European 
report of a thylacine, or Tasmanian tiger, and an early account of friendly contact with 
the indigenous peoples of Tasmania. 

Labillardière’s account is one of very few eighteenth-century accounts of Australian 
exploration, and the only major French account of the continent in the early 
settlement period to be published in the same century. “Although unsuccessful in the 
search for La Pérouse, the voyage was of considerable importance because of the 
scientific observations that were made and the surveys of the coasts of Tasmania, 
New Caledonia, the north coast of New Guinea, and the southwest coast of Australia. 
Labillardière’s account of the Tongans is an excellent contribution to the ethnology of 
that people” (Hill).

Provenance: Spains Hall, Finchingfield, Essex (bookplate); Ruggles (stamp).

First English edition. 4to., pp. xviii, [3], 18-476, 65, [3], engraved frontispiece, folding map, 44 engraved plates; 
light foxing. Contemporary mottled calf, spine in six compartments with gilt central bird tool, morocco 
lettering piece; neat repairs to joints, an excellent copy.  
Ferguson 309; Sabin 38421, Hill 955. 

£3,000  [ref: 84521]

36. 
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 lAplAce, cyrIlle pIerre théodore. Voyage autour du monde par les mers de 
l’Inde et de Chine [exécuté sur la corvette de l’État La Favorite pendant les années 1830, 
1831 et 1832, sous le commandement de M. Laplace, capitaine de frégate, publié par 
ordre du ministre de la marine].
 Arthus Bertrand, Paris, 1833-35.

“perhApS the FIneSt SerIeS oF plAteS oF Any oF the pIctureSque VoyAGeS” (Sabin).

The album consists of sixty-one landscape views including three of Australia (the 
Derwent River, Vooloo-Moloo, Sydney Harbour), two of Rio, four of Malacca, two 
of Singapore, several of Isle Bourbon, India, the Philippines, China and New Zealand. 
Apart from the views the remaining plates depict the exotic costume of the countries 
visited. Interestingly the Laplace atlas is the only one of French Pacific “Grand Voyage” 
historical atlases to have been executed in aquatint. The publication of this work 
was entrusted to Sainson who prepared a number of the drawings and personally 
supervised the printing of the plates.

Laplace (1793-1875), born at sea, joined the navy as a midshipman and rose though 
the ranks. In December 1829 Laplace was commissioned to take an expedition to 
India, the East Indies, and South East Asia, and then if he chose, to proceed to the 
South Pacific. His instructions were to provide protection for French merchant vessels 
and obtain at each port-of-call information which might be of value to French trade. 
The voyage stopped at Mauritius, the Seychelles, Podicherry, Malacca, Singapore, 
Manilla, Canton, Indochina, and Java, before sailing for Tasmania, reaching Hobart in July 
1831. After he went to Sydney, New Zealand, and the Bay Islands where the French 
crew developed an aversion to the Maori after seeing them eat human flesh after a 
battle. The Favorite arrived back in Toulon after rounding Cape Horn, completing 482 
days at sea.

The Favorite covered some 56,000 miles on her twenty-eight month voyage. Her 
mission according to Hill, was “not to amuse the natives with trinkets but to show the 
French flag in eastern and other waters in order to re-establish French influence over 
Indo-China and the Pacific”. As such, her voyage is perhaps best seen to complement 
Bougainville’s circumnavigation. Important scientific results were also achieved, 
particularly by the naturalists and surveyors, the former returning to France with many 
new species.

First edition. 6 volumes comprising: Text volumes 1-4 (without the zoology volume.) 8vo. , “Atlas 
hydrographique” (with 11 large engr. maps) large folio, and “Album” of Laplace’s voyage,folio, with 72 
magnificent aquatint plates depicting views, costume and maritime scenery,  light foxing, mostly marginal in 
the “Album”. Contemporary red half-morocco gilt (text vols.), atlas volumes bound to match, a fine set.  
Borba 1, p457/8; Brunet III-834-835; Cordier, 2426; Ferguson, 1669; Hill, 980; Sabin, 38985. 

£30,000  [ref: 89501]
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 [lisyaNsKiy,	yuRiy	FEdoRoVicH	(uREy)].	ЛИСЯНСКИЙ,	ЮРИЙ	
ФЕдоРоВИч.Собрание карт и рисунков, принадлежащих к Путешествию флота 
капитана 1-го ранга и кавалера Юрия Лисянского на корабле Нева.
[Collection of maps and plates belonging to the Voyage of Yuriy Lisyanskiy, Fleet Captain 
of the First Rank [...] in the ship Neva].  
 Morskaya Tip., Skt. Petersburg, 1812.

the Very rAre AtlAS to the FIrSt edItIon oF lISyAnSKIy’S VoyAGe. A FreSh copy In 
contemporAry WrApperS, SIGned By lISyAnSKIy.

We could not trace any copy at auction in the last half-century. Forbes gives two 
locations: University of Hawaii and Yale University; to which we could add only four 
other ones outside Russia: the Rasmuson Library in Alaska, the Bancroft Library in 
California and the NY Public Library, together with an example at the BnF, apparently 
the only copy outside the United States. The Harvard copy lacks the atlas.

Lisyanskiy, commanding the Neva, participated in the first Russian circumnavigation of 
the globe under the command of Kruzenshtern. While Kruzenshtern on his ship the 
Nadezhda spent most of his time in Kamchatka and Japan, Lisianskiy crossed to Sitka 
and Kodiak, and played an important role in Baranov’s reoccupying the original Russian 
fort and settlement there. It had been previously overrun by Kolosh indians, who had 
massacred the entire garrison of the Russian-American Company.

Next to maps of these regions, the present atlas also shows local artefacts, including 
boats and dress, each with a figure indicating the scale of reduction - sometimes up to 
16 times.

The Neva arrived at Hawaii on June 8th, 1804. The atlas contains a map of Hawaii 
showing the whole island group, with the route of the ship showing that it coasted 
along the Kau coast of Hawaii, anchored in Kealakekua Bay, then continued along the 
Kona coast before heading to Waimea, Kauai, where it anchored. Hawaiian artefacts 
are also illustrated in one of the plates.

The maps and plates of the present example are as described in Obolyaninov, unlike 
Lada-Mocarski and Forbes, that is:

- Карта земного шара [Map of the World, double spread];
- Карта [...] пролив, отделяющий остров Св. Екатерины от метераго берега 
Бразилии [Map of the Strait between the Island of St. Catherine and the Mainland of 
Brazil, single sheet];
- Остров Рогевен или Св. Пасхи [Map of Easter Islands, here alone on a single sheet, 
unlike Lada-M. and Forbes];
- Острова Маркезские и Вашингтоновы [Map of the Marquesas and Washington 
Islands, single sheet];
- Острова Сандвичевы. Губы Карекекуи [Map of the Sandwich Islands, single sheet];
- Карта Российских владений в северозападной части Америки [Map of the 
Russian Possessions on the Northwest Coast of America, double spread];
- Кадьяк с окружающими его островами [Map of Kadiak and Surrounding Islands, 
double spread];
- Залив Чиниатский и гавань Павловская [Map of Chiniat Bay, single sheet];
- Гавань Трех Святителей [Map of the Port of the Three Saints, here on single sheet];

38. 
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- Залив Ситка [...] Новоархангельск [Map of Sitka Bay, double spread; we know 
another ?earlier version without two coast profiles in the lower left];
- Остров Лисянского [Map of Lisianskii Island, single sheet];
- Карта проливов Гаспарского и Билинтона [Map of Gaspar and Bilinton Straits, 
single sheet];
- Карта Пролива Зондского [Map of Zond Strait, single sheet];
- Plate I: Вещи, употребляемые жителями островов Вашингтоновых [Artifacts used 
by the inhabitants of Washington Islands, single sheet];
- Plate II: Вещи, принадлежащие жителям островов Сандвичевых; Вещи жителей 
Синткенских; Вещи, принадлежащие жителям Острова Кадьяка [Artifacts and clothing 
used by the inhabitants of the Sandwich Islands and by those of Sitka, single sheet];
- Plate III: Objects (baidars, etc.), also picture of a flying fish, a bird, etc., taken from 
various points on this voyage. The flying fish is here represented in full scale.

Lada-M. mentions in the atlas an engraved plate of Lisyanskiy’s portrait. Possibly 
present in the Univ. of Hawaii copy, this plate is however not bound in the atlas of 
most copies we could trace (Rasmuson, Bancroft, Bizzell...), but rather in the text 
volumes. This would indeed make more sense considering the habit of early 19th-c. 
Russian publishing to place a portrait as frontispiece to text volumes. Interestingly, 
Obolyaninov mentions this plate, but takes an example of a copy without it - and the 
Yale copy doesn’t have it either in the atlas nor in the text volumes.

Large folio (65.2 x 49.3 cm). Engraved title page, 13 maps, including 4 double-page, and 3 engraved plates, 
with Lisianskiy’s signature to title; Map of the World with small marginal repair, occasional light spotting, light 
marginal waterstain to several leaves. Contemporary marbled wrappers; kept in a modern solander box.    
Forbes 428; Lada-Mocarski 68 (lacking 1 map); Obolyaninov 1493; Sabin 41416 (describes English edition 
only); Sopikov 9211.

£67,500  [ref: 94357]
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 [lucett or lucAtt, edWArd]. Rovings in the Pacific, from 1837 to 1849; 
with a glance at California. By a merchant long resident at Tahiti.
 Longman, London, 1863.

“A spirited tale of adventure in almost every island of the Pacific, and an excellent 
account of the troubles in Taiti and its annexation by the French. Lucatt visited the Bay 
of Islands, Auckland, New Zealand, the Hawaiiian Islands, Pitcairn Island, the Philippines, 
and San FRancisco .. contains a very unflattering account of San FRancisco and 
Sacramento during the height of the gold rush.” (Hill).

First edition. 2 volumes in 1, 8vo., xii, 351; xi, 371 pp., 4 lithographs printed in colours. Original blue pebble-
grained cloth gilt, neat repairs to extremities, a very good example.  
Bagnall 3198; Forbes 1825; Hill  1041; Sabin 73525; Streeter 2672. 

£575  [ref: 93780]

lIthoGrAphS oF hAWAII

39.  [mArrA, John]. Journal of the Resolution’s voyage, in 1772, 1773, 1774, and 
1775. On discovery to the southern hemisphere, ... Also a journal of the Adventure’s voyage, 
in the years 1772, 1773, and 1774. ... Illustrated with a chart, ... and other cuts.
 F. Newbery, London, 1775.

valuablE accOunt cOntaining thE EaRliEst publishEd viEw Of thE antaRctic.

This is the first published account of Cook’s second voyage and the first printed 
account of the first crossing of the Antarctic Circle, appearing anonymously eighteen 
months before the official account. Marra records many incidents omitted by Cook 
and gives the reasons which caused Sir Joseph Bankand his twelve assistants to 
withdraw from the expedition at the last moment.

Marra was a gunner’s mate of Irish descent aboard the Resolution. He attempted to 
desert, unsuccessfully, at Tahiti, prompting Cook to remark later : “I know not if he might 
not have obtained my consent if he had applied for it in proper time.” Marra himself 
recounts his punishment in irons.

This edition was apparently intended to form vol.5 of A historical account of all the 
voyages round the world, performed by English navigators, volumes1-4 of which, by David 
Henry (who edited the present account), were published in 1773-74. Hence the 
number “5” on the spine.

Provenance: Samuel Jones (contemporary book label with printer’s flowers).

First edition. 8vo., xiii,[1],328pp., folding map, 5 engraved plates, contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt lettered ”5” 
on spine, neat repairs to extremities, modern cloth box, red morocco label, an excellent copy.  
Hill 1087; Holmes 16; Rosove 214.A1; Sabin 16247. 

£7,500  [ref: 90840]

40. 
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 [nArBrouGh, SIr John.]; SIr tAncred roBInSon, edItor. An account of 
several late voyages and discoveries: I. Sir John Narbrough’s voyage to the South-Sea By 
the Command of King Charles the Second: And his Instructions for Setling a Commerce in 
those Parts. With a Description of the Capes, Harbours, Rivers, Custom of the Inhabitants, 
and Commodities in which they Trade. II. Captain J. Tasman’s discoveries on the coast of 
the South terra incognita. III. Captain J. Wood’s attempt to discover a north-east passage 
to China. IV. F. Marten’ observations made in Greenland, and other Northern Countries. To 
which are added, a large introduction and supplement, Containing Short Abstracts of other 
Voyages into those Parts, and Brief Descriptions of them. The Whole Illustrated with Exact 
Charts, and Curious Figures.
 Printed for D. Brown without Temple-Bar, J. Round in Exchange-Ally, W. Innys 
in St. Paul’s Church-Yard, and T. Ward in the Temple-Lane, London, 1711.

This is the second, extended, edition of a work that presents one of the earliest English 
accounts of Abel Janszoon Tasman’s 1642 voyage during which he visited Tonga and 
Fiji as well as discovering Tasmania and New Zealand. In addition there is a detailed 
description of Narbrough’s passage in the Batchelour through the strait of Magellan 
into the South Pacific to Chile.

This edition is preferred because it has the chart of the western and southern oceans, 
not present in the first edition, and also because of the additional text relating to 
whaling off Greenland.

Second edition. 8vo., [2], xvi,xxi-xxix, [7] ,191, [1], 223 ,[1]pp., 3 folding engraved maps, 19 engraved plates  
(7 folding), ink inscription to title, contemporary sprinkled calf, panelled in blind, neat repairs to joints, a fine copy.  
Hill, 1476;Sabin 72186. 

£5,000  [ref: 90534]

41. 
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 orme, edWArd (puBlISher). Foreign Field Sports, Fisheries, Sporting Anecdotes, 
&c. &c. From Drawings by Messrs. Howitt, Atkinson, Clark, Manskirch, &c. With a 
Supplement of New South Wales.
 Orme, London, 1814.

“nO bEttER OR MORE Exciting bOy’s bOOk can bE iMaginEd” (pRidEaux).

A very attractive copy of a work particularly sought after for the New South Wales 
supplement at the end. This ten plate supplement was originally published in a very 
rare edition the previous year. Here it is reissued complete with the original title-page.  
“The plates represent in vivid style and delicate detail various aspects of Aboriginal life 
in the wild. Some of the plates show hunting scenes such as kangaroo hunting, fishing, 
bird hunting, and smoking out possums. Other plates represent tribal life such as a 
corroboree, trial by spear, a war party, and a night scene in a camp. The plates are justly 
celebrated and are without question the most attractive and sympathetic of the early 
European depictions of the native inhabitants” (Wantrup). On the plate the drawings 
are attributed to John Heaviside Clark, but they are thought to be the work of John 
Lewin (1770-1819), Australia’s first professional artist and father of the illustrated book 
in Australia, and later re-worked by Clark.

First edition. Folio (28 x 23 cm) 110 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates within grey wash borders, half title, 
some toning, red half crushed morocco gilt by Zaehnsdorf, spine with gilt duck, dog, fish, hog and huntsman 
tools in compartments, gilt edges, text leaves lightly browned, a handsome example.  
Schwerdt I, 177-179; Abbey Travel  3; Ferguson 739;Wantrup 213b; Hardie 136; Prideaux 283; Tooley 225. 

£3,750  [ref: 93676]

42. 
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 phIllIp, Arthur. The voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay;  with an account 
of the establishment of the colonies of Port Jackson & Norfolk Island; compiled from 
authentic papers, ... 
 John Stockdale, London, 1789.

This second edition published before the stock of the first edition was exhausted, in 
order to improve and re-arrange the text of the first edition which had been hastily 
put together.

The official account of the first Fleet voyage, providing a full account of events both on 
land and sea in the first months of the settlement  from March 1787, just before the 
First Fleet sailed, up to September 1788. Based on Governor Phillip’s dispatches and 
other official correspondence as well as the journals of other officers, the text records 
the early expeditions into the interior around Botany Bay and Port Jackson, and the 
earliest coastal voyages of discovery. Text and plates illustrate newly discovered animal 
life, as well as providing the earliest plan of the settlement at Sydney Cove.

The appendix is enlarged and contains The History of New Holland, and discourse on 
Banishment with separate title page.

Provenance: Nile explorer James Bruce with his Kinnaird bookplate.

Second edition. 4to., xxiv, 258, clxxv, 4 pp., engraved frontispiece portrait, engraved title with pictorial 
vignette, 47 plates and 8 folding charts, 1 hand-coloured in outline, 4 page list of subscribers, bound without 
list of plates, appendix c2 repaired with loss to table border on verso, some light spotting and offsetting,  
contemporary mottled calf with tree calf central urn and corners, spine gilt, neat repairs to joints, an 
excellent example.  
Ferguson 90. 

£3,750  [ref: 92135]
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 phIllIpS, rIchArd. A collection of modern and contemporary voyages and travels. 
 J.G. Barnard [vols I and VI-VIII], Barnard & Sulzer [vols II-III], and B. McMillan 
[vols IX-XI] for Richard Phillips, London, 1805-1810.

RaRE. cOMplEtE sEt Of thE fiRst sERiEs Of 54 tRavEl accOunts sElEctEd and EditEd by 
phillips and fiRst issuEd in MOnthly paRts, hERE with thE gEnERal- and paRt-titlEs tO Each 
vOluME. cOMplEtE sEts aRE sEldOM fOund.

The collection is notable for containing first editions inf English of many famous 
contemporary voyages and travels. The set includes Tuckey’s voyage to New South 
Wales, Sarychev’s voyage to the Arctic, Johnson’s voyage in the Caroline to India and China, 
Helms’ travels to Lima, Peron’s voyage of discovery, de Pons’ voyage to the Spanish Main, 
and Lewis and Clark’s expedition.

Phillips (1767–1840), was one of the more interesting characters on the publishing 
scene. A radical and republican, he was sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment 
in Leicester gaol for selling Thomas Paine’s Rights of man. Amongst his entrepeneurial 
activities, apart from being a stationer and printe and bookseller, Phillips was also a 
patent medicine vendor and piano seller.

Provenance: Viscount Doneraile (inscriptions on most titles, 1786-1854).

11 volumes, 8vo., 17 engraved maps (of which 14 are folding), 82 plates (of which 39 are folding and 6 
hand-coloured); occasional light browning, offsetting and spotting, a few plates have fold tears or spotting, 
lower outer corner of folding plate at 5:14 torn entering image,  occasional clean tear in a folding table or 
map, a few pages in vol. 8 heavily spotted, some browning in vol 11. Contemporary half diced Russia gilt over 
marbled boards, spines panelled in blind, marbled edges.  
Ferguson 405; Hill 1349 (‘complete sets are rarely found’); Sabin 62506 (‘often found incomplete’). 

£12,500  [ref: 90658]
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 pInKerton, John. A general collection  of the best and most interesting voyages 
and travels in all parts of the world; Many of which are now first translated into English.
 Longman, London, 1808.

“This collection is of great value  for its texts which are sometimes given entire and 
sometimes abridged ... Among the accounts inluded in thsi work, several relate to the 
Pacific, including those of Pigafetta, Beeckman, stavorinus, Tasman, Dampier, Gemelli 
Careri, Cook, Peron, Betagh, La Condamine, and Nieuhof.” (Hill).

First edition, 17 volumes, 4to., 16 frontispieces, 192 plates, 2 maps (1 folding), 201 engraved plates on 197 
sheets, slight spotting, one plate in Vol VIII misbound, two plates on one sheet in Vol XIV although listed 
separately,  contemporary half russia gilt, spine in 5 compartments, morocco labels to second and fourth, 
others decorated with gilt motifs, neat repairs to joints as required, some light browning, a very handsome set.  
Hill 1361. 

£3,500  [ref: 85259]
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 purchAS, SAmuel. Purchas: His Pilgrimes. In five books. The first, contayning the 
voyages and peregrinations made by ancient kings, patriarkes, apostles, philosophers, and 
others, to and thorow the remoter parts of the knowne world: enquiries also of languages 
and religions, especially of the moderne diuersified professions of Christianitie. The second, 
a description of all the circum-nauigations of the globes. The third, nauigations and voyages 
of English-men, alongst the coasts of Africa, to the Cape of Good Hope, and from thence 
to the Red Sea, the Abassine, Arabian, Persian, Indian, shoares, continents, and ilands. The 
fourth, English voyages beyond the East Indies, to the ilands of Iapan, China, Cauchinchina, 
the Philippinae with others, and the Indian nauigations further prosecuted: their iust 
commerce, nobly vindicated against Turkish treacherie; victoriously defended against 
Portugall hostilitie; gloriously aduanced against Moorish and ethnike perfidie; hopefully 
recouering from Dutch malignitie; iustly maintayned against ignorant and malicious 
calumnie. The fifth, nauigations, voyages, traffiques, discoueries, of the English nation in 
the easterne parts of the world: continuing the English-Indian occurrents, and contayning 
the English affaires with the Great Samorine, in the Persian and Arabian Gulfes, and in 
other places of the continent, and ilands of and beyond the Indies: the Portugall attempts, 
and Dutch disasters, diuers sea-fights with both; and many other remarkable relations ... 
[WITH] Purchas his pilgrimage. Or relations of the world and the religions observed in all 
ages and places ... 
 William Stansby for Henrie Fetherstone, London, 1625.

An AttrActIVe Set oF the Second mAJor collectIon oF enGlISh VoyAGeS And proBABly 
the GreAteSt collectIon oF VoyAGeS eVer puBlIShed. 

“This great geographical collection is a continuation and enlargement of Hakluyt’s 
The Principal Navigations. At the death of Hakluyt there was left a large collection of 
voyages in manuscript which came into the hands of Purchas, who added to them 
many more voyages and travels... Purchas followed the general plan of Hakluyt, but 
he frequently put the accounts into his own words ... The main divisions of the work 
fall into two parts: the first covering the world known to Ptolemy, the second coming 
down to Purchas’ own day. This fine collection includes the accounts of Cortés and 
Pizarro, Drake, Cavendish, John and Richard Hawkins, Quiros, Magellan, van Noort, 
Spilbergen, and Barents, as well as the categories of Portuguese voyages to the 
East Indies, Jesuit voyages to China and Japan, East India Company voyages, and the 
expeditions of the Muscovy Company” (Hill). The fourth edition of Pilgrimage usually 
forms the fifth or supplemental volume, and is considered the best edition. First 
published in 1613, it gives Purchas’s accounts of the various religions encountered 
throughout the world. 

thE caRtOgRaphy Of puRchas.

 “The six original maps which Purchas uses are all of prime importance.” (Wallis, 
The Purchas Handbook). The Roe map of Northern India is the earliest English map of 
Mogul territories and remained the standard map of the region for nearly a hundred 
years; Saris’ map of China correctly shows Korea as a peninsula and is, according to 
Skelton, perhaps the earliest map of China from Chinese sources to be published in 
Europe; the map of Greenland (in fact Spitsbergen) made by Thomas Edge was made 
for the Muscovy Company of London has been described as the last XVIIth century 
British contribution to Spitsbergen topography; on the eastern side of America 
Purchas provided a map of Nova Scotia to illustrate the land granted by James I to 
Sir William Alexander to colonize as New Scotland, the map recording the names of 
Alexander’s partners who were granted lands by the Council for New England; the 
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Briggs map of North America is one of the most important maps of the seventeenth 
century, showing California as an island and stimulating interest in a northwest passage 
to the Far East; Smith’s map, the first of Virginia, ranks as one of the most important 
documents of early colonial history, the first map to accurately depict Chesapeake 
Bay with its tributaries, and with nearly two hundred Indian settlements marked. 
(Information taken from Wallis).

Provenance: John Naylor of Leighton Hall (1813-1889, bookplate).

Together 5 volumes, folio  (32 x 20.7 cm). fiRst EditiOn Of pilgRiMEs, fourth edition of Pilgrimage. Additional 
engraved title in vol. I dated 1625, 88 engraved maps, of which 4 double-page folding, 3 double-page and 
81 half-page, numerous illustrations, most in woodcut but 7 engraved. With the blank R4 in vol. I., woodcut 
headpieces and initials; without initial blanks in vols. III & IV, engraved title lightly spotted, map of Denmark on 
p.622 in vol. III, map of Cyprus on p.585 in vol. V and map of Fez on p.682 in vol. V all closely shaved at outer 
margin, map of Asia on p.39 in vol. V with circa 3mm loss at outer margin, 4A6 and 4B1 & 4B2 re-margined, 
light offsetting from maps throughout, a few marginal repairs, a few small spots and stains. Dark green panelled 
morocco gilt by F. Bedford, spines lavishly decorated gilt in compartments, gilt turn-ins, gilt edges, a fine set.   
European Americana, 625/173; Arents 158; Borba de Moraes II, pp.692-693; Burden 164, 208, 214; Church 
401A; JCB (3) II:196-197; Hill 1403; Sabin 66682-66686; STC 20509 and 20508.5. 

£80,000  [ref: 90830]
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 SArytScheW, GAWrIlA [GAVrIIl AndreeVIch SArycheV]. Account of a 
voyage of discovery to the north-east of Siberia, the frozen ocean, and the north-east sea. 
 J.G. Barnard for Richard Phillips, London, 1806-7.

SArycheV’S JournAl oF the ruSSIAn expedItIon, commAnded By the enGlIShmAn cAptAIn 
JoSeph BIllInGS, to explore the ArctIc And north pAcIFIc oceAnS - A FreSh exAmple oF 
the ScArce FIrSt edItIon In enGlISh.

“This official expedition was sent out by Catherine ll from 1785 to 93, during which 
Alaska and the Aleutians were first carefully charted. Martin Sauer was the historian 
and secretary for this expedition [and published a popular, more common work]. 
Sarychev [1763-1831] was an assistant, and this work is an abridged translation of the 
Russian original of 1802.” (Hill).

Two volumes in one, 8vo. 70; 80pp. including titles, with 3 folding engraved plates and 2 hand-coloured 
engraved plates, modern blue morocco-backed cloth boards.  
Hill 1527; Howes S-115; Sabin 77126. 

£3,000  [ref: 87460]
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 [SArycheV, GAWrIIl AndreeVIch]. САРЫчЕВ,	ГАВРИИЛ	АНдРЕЕВИч. 
Путешествие капитана Биллингса чрез Чукотскую землю  от Берингова пролива 
до Нижнеколымского острога, и плавание капитана Галла на судне Черном Орле 
по Северовосточному океану в 1791 году: С приложением словаря двенадцати 
наречий диких народов, наблюдения над стужею в Верхнеколымском остроге, и 
наставления данного капитану Биллингсу из Государственной Адмиралтейств-
коллегии / Извлечено из разных журналов вице-Адмиралом, непременным членом 
Государственной Адмиралтейств коллегии, почетным членом Государственного 
Адмиратейского департамента и Императорской Академии наук гидрографом и 
кавалером Гаврилом Сарычевым.
[Voyage of Captain Billings through the land of the Chukchi from Bering Strait to 
Nizhnekolymskiy ostrog, and the sea voyage of Captain Hall on the ship Black Eagle over 
the Pacific Ocean in 1791].
 Morskaya tip., Skt. Peterburg, 1811.

plEasant, fREsh ExaMplE Of thE fiRst EditiOn Of saRychEv’s cOMplEMEntaRy accOunt Of 
billings’ ExpEditiOn, including “valuablE” MatERial On alaska (Lada-M.)

From 1785 to 1793 Gawriil Sarychev and Joseph Billings participated in an extensive 
surveying expedition to northeastern Siberia, the Aleutian Islands, and the shores of 
North America, the most important research on the northern Pacific and its shores by 
Russian scientists since the Bering-Chirikov expedition. 

“Sarychev’s own description in Russian of Billings’ expedition in which he participated 
appeared in print in 1802. However, Sarychev was not in that part of Billings’ party 
which traversed the Chukchi territoty overland. Therefore, his above-mentioned 
work does not contain any description of it. A few years later the Russian Admiralty 
instructed Sarychev to go over Billings’ papers and those of some of his companions 
and to compile a description of Billings’ trip over the Chukchi territory. The present 
work is the result of this research and it contains material on Alaska as well, including a 
valuable map and a brief vocabulary of the Aleutian Islands (various parts of them, as 
their languages differ), as well as the vocabulary of the inhabitants of Kadiak Island. This 
is a valuable addition to the description by Sarychev of his own trip.” (Lada-Mocarski)

scaRcE: we could not trace any complete copy sold at auctions outside Russia in the 
past 40 years. 

Provenance: Б.M.K. (letters in blind at foot of spine).

Quarto (25.3 x 21 cm). Title, iv,191 pp., with 3 plates engraved by Kozma Cheski and 3 maps, all on stronger 
paper; occasional light marginal waterstains. Contemporary half polished calf over blue marbled boards, title 
in blind to spine; rubbed, corners bumped.  
Obolyaninov 2405; Sabin vol XVIII, 77124; Lada-Mocarski 67; Mezhov 14349; Wickersham 6133.  

£17,500  [ref: 91685]
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 SpIlBerGen, JorIS VAn. T’historiael journael, van tghene ghepasseert is van 
weghen drie schepen, ghenaemt den Ram, Schaep ende het Lam, ghevaren uyt Zeelandt 
vander stadt Camp-Vere naer d’Oost-Indien, onder t’beleyr van Joris van Speiberghen, 
generael, Anno 1601. den 5. Mey, tot in t’Eylant Celon, vervatende heel schoone 
gheschiedenissen, die by haer op dese reyse gheschiet zijn, inden tokdt van twee jaer, elff 
maenden, beghenthien daghen ... Ghecorrigeert verbetert ende vermeerdert
 Michiel Colijn, Amsterdam, 1617. 

thE accOunt Of thE faMOus JOuRnEy Of thE gERMan navigatOR in dutch sERvicE JORis 
van spilbERgEn (spiElbERgEn) (1658-1620).

Under the auspices of the entrepreneur Balthasar de Moucheron, Spilbergen left 
for the East Indies with three ships: Het Lam (the lamb), De Ram (the ram), and Het 
Schaap (the sheep). He sailed from Vere in Zeeland on 5 May 1601. In November 
he rounded Cape of Good Hope to reach Ceylon (Sri Lanka) in May 1602. Until 
September the fleet was anchored at Batticaloa on Ceylon’s east coast where 
Spilbergen negotiated with the king of Kandy, promising military assistance against 
the Portuguese. Between September 1602 and March 1603 he was at Banda Atjeh, 
in Sumatra, negotiating with the sultan and hunting for Portuguese ships. In February 
1603 ships of the newly founded Dutch East India Company arrived at Atjeh and were 
joined by Spilbergen’s fleet. After spending the summer of 1603 at Bantam in Java, 
Spilbergen returned to Holland and arrived at Vlissingen on 24 March 1604.

Tiele says that first four editions of the Journal were published by Floris Balthasars at 
Delft in 1604-5. Balthasars also was the engraver of the plates. However STCN and 
OCLC  record no edition prior to the present one except the so-called fourth. The 
present edition is corrected and enlarged from the so-called fourth, printed in two 
columns, without the dedication and the songs at the end.

The title calls for 17 plates, but this edition has 13 and is perfectly complete: on the verso 
of the title with the allegorical plate, there is a beautiful view of Vere; further in text: full-
page plates of Puerto Dale (f. 3r), Cape of Good Hoop with the Table mountain (f. 8r), 
the coast of Anabon (f. 12r), Matecalao on Ceylon (19r), Vintano, also on Ceylon (f. 22r), 
Matecalao, on Ceylon (f. 25r) and the ship (‘Kraek’) of Ste Thomo sailing in the Strait of 
Malacca (f. 33r), and two smaller plates on f. 29r: coat-of-arms of the king of Ceylon (91 
x 99 mm), and a ring with the God of the king of Maticalo ( 120 x 104 mm) on f. 30r. 
Between ff. 22 and 23 there is the folding plate of the city of Kandi (Ceylon; 350 x 395 
mm); and between f. 28 and 29 the map of the Island Ceylon.

Provenance: Australian bookseller Henry L. White (Australian ornithology, philately and 
bibliography; bookplate); Australian bookseller A.H. Spencer, Melbourne (bookplate);  
G. & N. Ingleton (bookplate). 

Second (?) edition. Landscape 4to., 41, (1) leaves, large engraved allegorical plate on title with a native 
woman sitting on a beach surrounded by all kinds of merchandise, large folding engraved plate of the city 
Kandi on Ceylon (350 x 395 mm), folding map of Ceylon (298 202 mm), 8 full-page and 2 smaller engraved 
plates in text, some outer margins strengthened, eighteenth-century vellum with double gilt fillets along the 
edges and gilt floral border with four corner pieces on both sides, title lettered in gold on spine, gilt edges, 
ties lacking, a most attractive example.  
Alden & Landis 617/141; Tiele Bibl. 1021; Tiele, Mém. p. 158; Howego  S-158. 

£25,000  [ref: 79594]
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 VAIllAnt, AuGuSte nIcolAS. Voyage autour du monde exécuté pendant les 
années 1836 et 1837 sur la corvette La Bonite ...
 Bertrand, Paris, 1845-52.

thE Many bEautifully lithOgRaphEd platEs in thE atlas includE viEws Of valpaRaisO, 
santiagO, callaO, and QuayaQuil in sOuth aMERica; and in thE faR East, viEws Of 
Manila, singapORE, calcutta, MacaO, thE pEaRl RivER, cantOn, and hOng kOng. thERE 
aRE alsO six finE viEws Of thE hawaiian islands.

The main aim of this voyage was political in nature; to show the French flag in 
various areas in the Pacific - the Hawaiian Islands, China, and Cochin China, to extend 
protection to a number of French subjects, and to draw up comprehensive reports on 
the countries visited, including Brazil, Chile, the Marianas, and the Philippines. Although 
the projected voyage was to be of rather short duration, scientific interests were valso 
considered, and members of the expedition included Joseph Eydoux, a zoologist who 
had previously sailed to the Pacific with La Place, and Charles Gaudichaud, a botanist 
who had previously travelled with Freycinet.

In Hawaii Vaillant spent much time easing relations between French residents and the 
chiefs, particularly with respect to the expulsion of Catholic priests.

This set comprises the account of the voyage along with the album of views. 
Subsequent to the publication of this narrative, various scientific reports arising from 
the voyage were published over a number of years up to 1866. These reports are 
“very rare” (Hill).
In some copies there are 4 illustrations in the text volumes but these are not included 
with the present set.

First edition. 4 volumes comprising 3 8vo text volumes and 1 folio (50 x 34 cm) atlas volume, 100 fine 
lithographs, light scattered foxing to atlas, some foxing and staining to text,  modern red morocco gilt, an 
excellent set.  
Sabin 39111 (La Salle) & 98298 (Vaillant); BdM. 874; Forbes 1572; Hill 303. 

£22,500  [ref: 90462]

FIne VIeWS oF South eASt ASIA, hAWAII And South AmerIcA
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 VAncouVer, cAptAIn GeorGe. A voyage of discovery to the North Pacific 
Ocean, and round the world; in which the coast of north-west America has been carefully 
examined and accurately surveyed... principally with a view to ascertain the existence of 
any navigable communication between the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans; and 
performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1794, and 1795, in the Discovery Sloop of War, 
and Armed Tender Chatham, under the command of Captain George Vancouver. 
 Robinson and Edwards, London, 1798.

fiRst EditiOn Of OnE Of thE MOst difficult gEOgRaphical suRvEys EvER undERtakEn. 
vancOuvER’s vOyagE Ranks aMOng thE MOst iMpORtant in ExplORatiOn litERatuRE. 

George Vancouver (1757-1798) had gained valuable experience on Cook’s second 
and third voyages.  He sailed by way of the Cape of Good Hope to Australia, where 
he discovered King George’s sound and Cape Hood, then to New Zealand, Hawaii, 
and the northwest coast of America. In three seasons’ work Vancouver surveyed the 
coast of California, visited San Francisco and San Diego and other Spanish settlements 
in Alta California … investigated the Strait of Juan de Fuca, discovered the Strait of 
Georgia, circumnavigated Vancouver Island, and disproved the existence of any passage 
between the Pacific and Hudson Bay.

“Of all the men who served under Cook, Vancouver was the only one whose work 
as a hydrographic surveyor placed him in the same class as his mentor. The care 
Vancouver took with the health of his crew during this voyage also mirrored Cook’s 
achievements … Almost all the names given by Vancouver on the north-west coast 
of America have survived” (ODNB). Vancouver retired to Surrey in 1795 to revise 
his journal for publication; the work was uncompleted on his death in 1798, and was 
completed by his brother John.

First edition. 4 volumes comprising 3 volumes 4to text, 1 volume atlas folio, half-titles to volumes I and III, 34 
engraved plates and maps (17 engraved views printed on large paper and one map in text volumes, atlas with 
10  maps and 6 coastal profiles, all folding); text volumes contemporary tree calf gilt, black and red morocco 
labels, nautical motifs to spines, atlas modern half calf to match,  neat repairs to extremities, a fine set.  
Hill 1753; Howes V23; Lada-Mocarski 55; Sabin 98443; NMM Voyages & Travel, 142; Streeter sale VI: 3497. 

£35,000  [ref: 91511]
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ROLLING DOWN TO OLD MAUI

It’s a damn tough life full of toil and strife 
We whalermen undergo. 
And we don’t give a damn when the day is done 
How hard the winds did blow. 
‘cause we’re homeward bound from the Arctic ground 
With a good ship, taut and free 
And we don’t give a damn when we drink our rum 
With the girls of Old Maui. 
 
(chorus) 
Rolling down to Old Maui, me boys 
Rolling down to Old Maui 
We’re homeward bound from the Arctic ground 
Rolling down to Old Maui. 
 
Once more we sail with a northerly gale 
Towards our island home. 
Our mainmast sprung, our whaling done, 
And we ain’t got far to roam. 
Six hellish months have passed away 
On the cold Kamchatka Sea, 
But now we’re bound from the Arctic ground 
Rolling down to Old Maui.

(Traditional sea shanty)
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